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WEST OF THE PECOS
By E. L. STEVE STEPHENS
in 1889 in a log house in east Texas. My father
old time cow puncher west of Ft. Worth before I
Iwaswasborn.an When
I was four years old my father and mother
WAS BORN

started me to school. It was two and one-half miles to the
school house. My brother older and me we walked to school
seven months out of the year. I went two terms there. I can
remember when I was 3 years old on Christmas Day I saw my
Daddy dancing with a catch rope in his hand with his boots
and spurs on. He had talked to me many times about the
woolly west that got in my blood.
. When I was 6 years old we moved to West Texas where
Snyder, Texas, is and lived there one year. I went to school
there. Had 7 months school. I was seven years old then~ It
was dry. Not much grass and water for the cows and horses
and we went farther west where P'lains, Texas, is now. Was
a small school. Was 8 kids in school there. I was 8 years old.
In the year of 1898 I went with my Father across the
Pecos River where he traded for some bronc ponies. All
across the plains of New Mexico the grass drug on the saddle
stirrups. The grass was sure fine. Several times my father
told me when we got them ponies we would move to New
Mexico.
And we moved to New Mexico in 1899. It was in the LFD
range. If a man had any stock he had to have a watering
place. My daddy filed on a water right in the spring of 1900.
I talked to the wagon boss for the LFD. I asked him for a job.
81
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His name was Charley Walker. He told me to come on over
but the wagon wouldn't start until it rained.
I saddled up one and packed another one and went over.
It was about 30 miles to the headquarters. It was the first of
March and it rained and the wagon started in April, around
the 5th day in April. The wagon boss sent the freight wagon
in to Roswell, New Mexico, after chuck to feed the cow punChers and brought the wagon cook back. And then the wagon
cook got busy getting the chuck wagon ready. The cook had
to scrub out the chuck box and scrub all the pots and pans.
The morning of the 3rd day of April the wagon cook had
breakfast at 4 o'clock. The cow punchers began to gather in.
The boss had us punchers to round up the horses and all the
outlaws too. About that time they were about 30 cowboys had
come in to work. At that time we had gathered 500 head of
saddle horses. In the morning of the 4th of April the boss cut
us punchers seven head of horses apiece. We had a rodeo
every time we changed horses. They sure were wild ponies.
A few days before then the boss had told me he was going to
put me as horse wrangler. A few days after the wagon
started I rode up by the side of the boss. I said,
"Mr. Walker, how about putting me on the drive with
you?"
That was Mr. Walker. He didn't give me any answer then.
A few days later he rode out where I was. He said,
"Steve, you can go on the drive in the morning with me."
That tickled me. The headquarters was the old Four
Lakes. A few years before then that was an old Indian fort.
The first weeks we cut cows and calves and branded the
calves. Some time in the roundup we had 10,000 head of cattle
in one roundup. We rounded up and worked cattle every day.
We didn't get through with that work until some time in
August and the chuck wagon pulled in to headquarters. And
we stayed around headquarters about two weeks then the
chuck wagon started out again. That time we gathered fat
cows and steers getting ready to drive them to market. It was
in October when we got ready to start to Trinidad, Colorado,
where we turned the cattle over. That was a wild country. We
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stayed around there a week. Them gambling dives and wild
gals. I was a young lad. I was with the rest of the cow pokes.
While we stayed in Trinidad, Colorado, we went to a rodeo.
What I mean it was a bugger rodeo. The cow pokes entered
me in the cow riding. I got bucked off the first day but after
the first day I had their number.
We left there to return to headquarters. It was the last
day in November when we got back to the ranch. All the cow
punchers left to go to their homes to wait for next spring
works. The next morning after we got in there sure was a
bunch waiting to get paid. Thirty-five of us cow punchers
waiting. The wagon boss sent the colored boy after me. He
told me to get ready. He was going to put me in a camp until
spring. But he didn't say where. The next morning after all
the cowboys got gone but 6 he told the colored boy to hook
. up·the mules to the buck board. Loaded up with horse feed
. and chuck for me to eat and sent me to the old 80 Ranch to
spend the rest of winter. I saddled one and drove the rest
behind the buckboard. When me and the colored boy reached
the old 80 we unloaded. The colored boy stayed all night. The
next morning he left to go back to headquarters. It sure did
look wild and woolly. It would be 2 and 3 weeks before I
would see anyone some time. The boss would come by. Maybe
he would stay all night with me.
The wind would blow and wolves would howl and the
skunks would come on the porch and fight. And the big blue
rats. We called them pack rats for they would carry everything they could find loose. We had to keep everything pulled
from the table we set on if didn't the rats would get on the
table and carry everything off the table. That was a great
life for a younglad. Well spring was here. The boss came by
and told me he would send Joe down and get my horse feed
I had left and my chuck. This Joe was the colored boy. Some
of the cow pokes would say,
"Well, Steve, how did you like [it] down there?"
I said, "It wasn't bad. It was a little rough for a
youngster."
This was the spring of 1901. Well by this time it had
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rained and we begin to get ready for the spring work. The
wagon boss sent the wagon first in to Roswell to get chuck
and about that time he began hiring cowboys and the wagon
cook lived in Roswell, New Mexico. We have got the saddle
horses together. We counted 515 head. The boss came around
and he asked how many we had and we told him.
He said, for me and ten other cowboys to go in [the]
morning to Wolf Draw to see if we could find some more mustangs. We left the next morning at 3 o'clock. We gathered
20 head more. For they will be 37 cowboys in by the last of
the week.
Well, on the morning of 7-April-1901, the chuck wagon
pulled off from headquarters. There were 547 saddle horses
and 37 cowboys. We had a wild west show every day. We went
south over a hundred miles to the south of the range. There
was where the work began. We rounded up and cut cows
and calves, cut and branded calves for 60 days. When we
finished that work we pulled in to headquarters and rested
a week. Then the chuck wagon and cowboys went back south
to start the fall roundup, to gather fat cows and fat steers.
When we finished that roundup we started to market with
the fat cows and steers. Mr. Tom White was the owner of
the LFD. He sold this bunch to a cow dealer in the north
part of Colorado. So we left to deliver this bunch up there.
We left with 1400 head of cows and steers. We had lots of
trouble that trip with the Indians [?] and rainy weather.
The creeks and rivers were up. We got them delivered at last.
We rested 3 days on our way back when we got to Raton.
We stopped over there for 3 days. There was a big wild west
show going on: Some of the cow punchers would get some of
the money. Well some did. That was a small place, but tough.
We got back to headquarters the last of November. The cowboys was around to get paid so they could go home. When
everything got settled down the boss told me,
"Steve, you get everything ready. We are signing you
under the Cap Rock to the old track camp." I staid there the
rest of the winter. I sure didn't see anyone but didn't have
too much work to do. But more wolves and bob cats and
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skunks, and it was warmer. The cold wind could hit you so
bad. Was behind a hill. Well spring was coming on. We had
some rain in March. The grass was trying to come. It was
about the first around my birthday around April first, 1902.
The boss sent the colored boy to move my chuck and horse
feed back to headquarters to begin getting ready for another
spring work but the boss didn't send me on the first works.
He sent me over to the DZ ranch to work through with them.
I was over there three or four weeks and I hadn't been back
at the headquarters but a few days when the wagon pulled
in off the first roundup. But the outfit started gathering the
fat cows and steers a week later. Pulled out south [for] the
fall work and [he] sent me that time. We worked the plains
first and then we dropped over on the Pecos River and worked
up the Pecos River about east of Artesia, N. M. Was 2 stores
and the Post Office at that time. Pulled across to the headquarters. Stayed around there 2 or 3 days. Then pulled out
for Pueblo, Colo. We followed the Pecos River. Went by Ft.
Sumner. It was a stage coach fort. They was tough ho~bres
there. We camped east about 2 miles. The one that was not
on guard rode over to see what was going on. That was a
little rough. It looked to me like all the outlaws in the country
was there. We didn't get into any trouble. We travelled on
north until we reached Colorado. We was held up for a few
days on account of high water. Finally we reached Bear
Creek Ranch and turned the cattle over to the outfit that
bought .them. And we turned back to Four Lake Ranch, the
LFD ranch east of Roswell. That was a rough trip. The
chuck wagon pulled in for the rest of the winter. The cow
punchers got paid and left for their homes. Some of the boys
hadn't had a haircut or shave for 2 or 3 months. You can
figure how they looked. Well Christmas was around the
corner. I had told the boss I wanted to go home for a month
and he told me I could. It had been 2 years since I had been
home to see Mom and Dad. I reached home in time for Christmas. I stayed home 5 weeks. While I was at home I run into
Mr. Miller, owner of the 101 Ranch in the northwest part
of New Mexico and he wanted me to go to work for him.
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He had a big outfit, but not as large as LFD. He said, "Steve,
I will give you $30 a month." That was top wages then. I told
him I would work for him when I returned to headquarters.
When I got back to the ranch I saddled up one of my ponies
and packed the other one and pulled out. It was over two
hundred miles to the 101 Ranch. When I reached the ranch
that outfit was ready to go to work. It wasn't but a few days

when the chuck wagon pulled out. That was the spring of
1903. I didn't like the look of that outfit, but I figured I made
a bad stab. The boss of that outfit cut me a mount of them
limberneck ponies. The boss said, "Steve, you ride them."
They was some pretty good ponies there and some no good.
When the boss cut the ranhand ponies out for me I run
them in another corral. One of the tough-looking ones say,
"I wonder what he is going to do?" I heard him but I never
said anything. When the boss got through cutting the boys'
mounts out to them one of the boys who seemed to like me
said, "Steve, what are you going to do?" I said, "I am going
to ride them all today." I was just a young button, I kept
my mouth shut. When I pulled myoId cack and drug it to
the corral and threw it on the fence some of the tough-looking
boys were waiting to see. I didn't stay but a year. I didn't
like that outfit.
On or around the 5th of April, 1904, I saddled one of my
ponies and packed the other one and left the Springer country
where grass was knee-high for the Pecos River country. I
went through old Wagonmound. I travelled the Old Santa Fe
Trail. Went by the old Ft. Union. It was off the Santa Fe
Trail a little way. I stayed overnight there. Next morning I
left for Las Vegas. I got there without much trouble. I put
iny horses in a wagon yard once was a stage coach terminal
and I went up in town. I wasn't there an hour until I was
shooting craps. One was killed. They drug him out the back
door. All the lights was shot out. I got out of that place and
walked in another place to get a cup of coffee and a bite to
eat. I set down close to the door.
Before they brought my coffee an old cowpoke went by.
It was Hackberry Slim. I met him in Colorado at a wild west
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show. He said to me, "Steve, what are you doing?" I said,
"I worked for some of these outfits." He said, "You can go
to work for this outfit I ar:p. working for." The boss will
be in town in 2 or 3 days to load the chuck wagon up. Going
to work in a few days was nothing said about that until the
next day. Well we finished eating and walked out the door
about that time a fight started across the street. After it
settled down Slim and I walked over there. We heard it was
over one of the Redlight Hall. The pimps jumped a bunch of
the cowboys out. About that time it was about one or so. We
went to bed.
The next morning we got up about 5 o'clock and went
downstairs and stopped in a saloon to get a shot before we
eat. Everything was quiet. Was a few thugs on the street.
Slim and I stopped in Peg Place to get a cup of coffee and a
bite to eat. In came two tough-looking men. They set down
at a table and said to Peg they wanted a shot of wine. Peg
said we don't serve drink in here. You can get it across the
street. We don't want to walk over there. Peg said you will
if you get any. One of them said to the other one us send
that lad to get us a drink. That was me they was speaking
about. I didn't go. They drink a cup of coffee and left out.
Well the day rolled around and dark was coming on. The
gamblers and gals begin to show up. In all the joints that
was the second day I was there. Slim and I make all the
dives. It was a tough place. All the~old miners and the cattle
thieves was in town. We we made through the night. We kept
our bed at the hotel. We got up and went to get a cup of
coffee. We seen 3 or 4 knocked in the head and robbed in a
dark place. Well coming the third day I was there. Late in
the evening the boss of the DI ranch come in and the man
was driving the chuck wagon was eight mules huck to the
wagon. The boss had the wagon loaded up with every thing
to eat. The man drove down to the wagon yard and unhuck
and feed the mules and we went up to eat. The boss and Slim
and the freight wagon driver and myself taken all the saloons
and gambling houses in. The boss hired several cowboys to
be at the ranch in a week. Well that night we looked all them
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joints over. We sure did see some tough looking guys. The
beard and the hair was about six months old.
The next morning we got ready and left town. The boss
was in the buckboard. They travelled faster than Slim and I.
Slim and Me we didn't get to the ranch that day. We camped
out early the next morning we started out. So we came upon
a cowboy but the cowboy wasn't there but we cooked and
eat and drink coffee. No one showed up we pulled out and
got to the ranch about one o'clock. The cook fixed us some
dinner. We lay around the rest of the day.
There were six cowboys come in to go to work. Slim knew
of them but I didn't know any of them. The bull was kneedeep around there. I didn't say anything. One said to me,
"What was my name." "Steve is what they call me." One of
the boys asked Slim where did you see the kid? Slim said
in Colorado. That was the first day what taken place.
The next morning about 4 o'clock the old cook said come
and get it. We eat and the wrangler and two other cow pokes
went out and drove the ponies in. Some nice looking horses.
Some sure was wild. Drove the ponies in the corral. The boss
come out with a catch rope in his hand. The third pony he
roped was a dun. He said here Steve you can ride him. I
saddled him up in a big corral and full [fool] a little while
with him and stepped on. He tried to buck. I held him up.
By that evening most of the cowboys had gathered in.
The boss had hired in Las Vegas. Well the cow work began
and the wild west show started. That was a very good outfit
to work for. The country was rough. Canyons was deep and
bruse [brushy]. The cattle was wild and the ponies too. I
stayed there 2 years and wen to town 3 times in the 2 years.
Going in to the spring of the second year they hired a
button was a smart alec. It went on for about six months.
The boss sent 4 of us punchers to Dog Canyon west of Encino
and when we got back late that evening we was unsaddling
this dun pony. The first one I rode was standing out there was
sweaty. Someone had rode him. It made me mad. I found out
this smart guy had rode this pet pony of mine. I told him to
keep his saddle off my ponies. We had a few words. That dun
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pony made a top cutting horse. He was 3 years old. When I
went to work there he hadn't been rode but a few times. I
was the only one who rode him. The two years I worked
there, but one time smarty rode him.
About a month before I quit I told the boss I was quitting
in April. All he said was, "Steve, you better stay on." The
evening before I left the next day I went out and drove my
ponies in and put them in the corral and fed them some corn.
I was in the barn. Slim said, "Steve, why don't you stay on?"
I said, "No, Slim, I think it best for me to quit and leave for
I don't want to have any more trouble with that guy. It might
be too bad for one of us."
The next morning I went out to the corral and caught
one of my horses. I called him Zebra Dun. He was a dun with
black stripes around his legs. He hadn't had a saddle on in a
year. He sure was fat and frisky. Slim said, "Steve will be
back." I said, "Yes, if you fool with him." Then I went and
caught my other pony and put my bedroll on him and led
them out the gate. The boss came out and said, "Steve if
you come back this way you got a job." Well I mounted and
headed for Las Vegas.
The second day I reached Las Vegas. I put my ponies in
the same stage coach wagon yard I did before. I left my .38
Colts at the yard and walked up to get a cup of coffee and a
bite to eat. And then I was walking around and I went in all
the gambling joints and seen several of the cowboys I had
worked with. They wanted to buy me a drink. I said 0 K,
then I bought them a drink. Them boys didn't know when
I god a chance I poured it in the spittoon. I never drink with
anyone. They thought I was but I wasn't. I tongued the
bottles. It paid those days not to get too thick with anyone.
It was getting a little late so I went back to the stage coach
barn and unrolled my bed roll.
It was long after I went to the barn. It started at one of
the gambling dens. They had a free for all. The next morning
I was saddling up. The man who run the stage coach barn
came out where I was and said, "Steve, why don't you help
me a while. I will feed your ponies and pay you, too. I said,
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"Fine, Stinson, I will help you a little while." It was the last
of November and it was getting cold and bad weather. I had
been there about a month. One of his drivers got cripples
and Jim said Steve [you drive], it was about the middle of
December. I mounted the stage coach. My first stop was
Pecos. That was on the Pecos River where the Santa Fe
Trail and EI Paso came together. The next stop was Ft.
Marcy and that was where I turned back.
It took two days to return to Las Vegas. The weather was
bad and the Indians wanted to look us over. I had the U. S.
Mail and three passengers. Two were going on to Saint Louis.
I stayed around there two months. Early in the spring of
1905 I was 15 years old. The big boss of the Diamond A Ranch
came into Las Vegas on the stage coach on his way to the
ranch. He was from Saint Louis. I hit him up for a job. Time
he knew my name he said Steve you can come on any time
you want to you have a job now. I had to wait several days
the weather was bad and the snow was bad. It was around
a hundred miles over to the ranch.
Well the weather warmed up and the snow about all gone.
About 10 or 15 of April I saddled my dun pony and packed
the other one and rode out of Las Vegas. I rode about 20
miles, the first day. My pony was soft and his feet were
tender. I came up on a cow camp and stayed all night. There
was one cowboy there. He invited me down and stay all night.
We got up early the next morning. I didn't sleep much. Slept
with one eye open. We cooked breakfast and made coffee
and eat. I left about sunup. He told me it was about 25 or 30
miles to the headquarters of the outfit he worked for so I
pulled out. I kept on the lookout. I used my field glasses to see
if everything was all right. The country was rough. Everything else was too. I saw lots of Navajo Indians, but they
didn't see me. I could tell about what they were going to do,
but then all I saw were on the go. I finally reached the ranch
that cowboy told me about. There was a trail about a mile
over the ridge. I followed it. It would carry me to the camp.
The trail was very dim at times. The country had deep canyons in it.
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They was a hard looking bunch of cowpokes. Hadn't
shaved or cut their hair in a long time. And we went in the
house and the cook said come and get supper. It was ready
we all got us a plate and got some beans and bread. In another pot was meat and it was bear meat. We all but one
sat down on the floor and put our plates between our legs.
I found out later that was the boss. He didn't have much to
say. Well, after supper all but the boss and myself had a big
poker game. The way everything looked they got paid. I was
just a fuzzy-faced kid but they never asked me to play with
them. I never did play poker in my life. Everything went off
O. K. that night.
The next morning the cook had breakfast at 3 :30. After
we ate some of the pokes went out and drove the ponies in,
but I kept my ponies in the corral. The boss caught the horses
for the cowboys. I was sitting on the fence watching them
saddle up. Those ponies were a little snakey. The boss said
we will go up and get us a cup of coffee. Well, all got saddled
up and left. We went and got us a cup of coffee. He asked
my name. I said I go by Steve. He asked me where had I been
working. I told him. He offered me a job. I thanked him, but
I was going to work for the Diamond A. I saddled and pulled
out. He told me about a camp I could make before sundown
if the Indians wasn't at a watering place. It happened so
there weren't any Indians there.
I made it to the cow camp with a little trouble. There was
a cowboy there. I stayed all night. Things didn't look so good.
On his bed was a Winchester and two pistols. He was a little
nervous and I was too. I told him I was going to work for the
dimae. He said that was a big outfit. I didn't sleep much. I
watched him. We had coffee and a bite to eat. He fixed me a
lunch. I saddled up and pulled out. He told me about how far
it was. I figured I could make it by the middle of the evening
if I had no trouble getting through Navajo country.
I reached the headquarters before sundown. There were
3 or 4 cowpunchers around there when I rode up. The big
man I hired out to came walking down to the lot. He hollered
and said. "Get off, Steve." Those other pokes walked around
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where we were talking. The boss asked me when did I leave
Las Vegas. I said four days ago about sundown. Then four
more cowboys came in. One of them I had seen several times
in Colorado at a wild west show two years before. But he
didn't know me.
I never did anything for a week. I just fooled around with
the boss. The boss' name was Pack. I never learned his sur
name. I stayed there three years. He sent the chuck wagon
in to Santa Fe to get chuck for the cow work started soon.
The next day after the chuck wagon left for Santa Fe the
boss left for Santa Fe to round up a bunch of cowboys. He
was gone 5 days. But before he left for Santa Fe he had those
cowpunchers to round up a bunch of saddle ponies. The day
he left for Santa Fe he cut me nine good ponies.
While he was gone I just fooled around and rode all of
my mounts that the ponies he cut out for me to ride when
we were working stock. Them long haired cowboys never
asked me to go with them any time. They didn't know I was
going to work there. At the breakfast table they asked me if
I ever punched cattle much. I said not much. One of thl?m
cowboys asked me where I was going when I came here. Just
fooling around. He said lad this a big cow outfit. I asked are
the ponies salty. He said yes. I had done figured it was a tough
and wild country. I said to myself I can take it.
The boss came in. He was in the buckboard. Then the
chuck wagon came in next day and had a bunch of cowboys.
The next morning we had coffee and a bite to eat. He sent
some of the cowboys out to round up some ponies. When they
came in they put the horses in the corral. All of the cow
punchers came dragging their saddles to the corral. The boss
opened the gate to the corral with a catch rope in his hand.
There were twelve of us cowboys. He roped all of us hands a
pony. Not much fun that mounting. And he sent all of us to
gather more horses.
We were gone nearly all day. We got in with 75 head of
horses. The next morning the boss cut all the cowboys out
their mounts. What I meant by mount was nine horses. What
they rode working cattle. Well, the horses were wild and
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salty. We had a good wild west show every day until we got
them tamed down. Well the chuckwagon pulled out on the
east side of the Rio Grande River. We travelled three days
and pitched camp and we worked cattle about a week. We
ate and slept at the chuckwagon. After that we packed mules
and ponies and went up in the mountains. It was so rough
we couldn't take the wagon up there. Left some of the cow~
boys at the chuck wagon to herd the cattle. We were up in
the mountains a week. It was rough for a button, but I didn't
let on. One of them jokers rode up by me and said how do
you like it? I said just right. It suits me. We didn't know you
was going to work for this outfit. I said I had to have a meal
ticket. Same as you. That was all I said. He still popped off.
I just looked at him. I had his number.
Every night so they could they played poker. I never did
take any part in poker playing. We finished working up in
the mountains. We moved northeast about 20 miles and
stayed there a few days. We were on that cow work a little
over two months. The cows and steers we gathered we held
around headquarters for a while till we worked Cisco Canyon.
That was east of headquarters. That was a rough work over
there. We killed two cows and gave to the Isleta Indians to
get along. Well, we finally finished over there and returned
to the ranch and in a day or so we started to Arizona with the
herd of cattle we were gone over 40 days we had tough luck.
On the way over we lost some horses. Some of the cowboys said the Indians got them. But Pack, the boss, seemed
to think outlaws got them. There were cattle rustlers and
outlaws in that country then. Well, we returned back to the
ranch. It was in November. It was getting cold by then. Well,
all the cowboys got paid and left but four of us stayed. I
stayed. Didn't do too much work. Just scouted the range and
watched the other gap in the mountains so the cows would
come through going south. Well, J made the winter all right.
Spring was coming on. Won't be long the work begin. The
way everything is looking we are going to have a bad and
rough one. We were about out of fresh meat.
One morning the boss said Steve J- will go with you this
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morning. So we saddled up and rode off. We were a few miles
from the ranch. We topped a ridge and looking down in a
canyon. I pulled out my field glasses and looked around. Never
said another word. Handed them to him. Looked down the
canyon. Somebody else was out of meat, too. We watched
them till they left. So we rode up the ridge a little ways. We
saw several big buck deer. We swung back to the ranch and
across a wide canyon and up on the other side and seen some
Indians driving a small bunch of cows. We rode around
ahead of them and hid out to see if they were driving Diamond A cows, but they weren't.
We went on. Went a mile or so. We looked down the canyon and saw several deer. I said to the boss I will shoot first,
if I miss you get him as he comes out. We dressed the deer.
It was a nice one. We carried it in. All of us done the cooking.
The first one in he started supper. We got in. We started
supper and were frying liver when the other boys got in. One
said, John what are you cooking. Bobcat he said. Made some
soda bisquit and gravy. Good eating.
The boss sent the man that drove the freight wagon into
Santa Fe after supplies. We all were out of Bull Durham
smoking tobacco. Everyone smoked Bull Durham. The man
who drove the wagon, I told him to bring me back a caddy of
.38 shells. I gave him the money. I didn't have many .38 shells
left. It took 8 days to make the trip to Santa Fe and back.
It took six mules to pull the chuck wagon. Well, the wagon
had been gone nine days. The morning of the tenth day the
boss said boys, hook the horses to the hack. I am going to meet
the wagon. He had trouble. He said, Steve, come and go with
me. So we pulled out. We had gone about a mile and met the
wagon. He was bunged up. I took care of everything. Some
of us was out of Bull Durham by then.
In May, 1906, the boss told us cowboys we was going up
on No Gall to gather some horses. We packed several ponies
and mules. I was 16 years old in April. I had been in that part
one time. It was wild and woolly, but the boss know all them
guys was tough lookers. We was tough lookers but about
every 5 or 6 months we would cut each other's hair with the
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mule shears. But these guys I believe they had a hair cut and
shave in a year. But they treated us very nice. We stayed
around there several days and gathered the horses that belonged to the Diamond A. When we got through and ready
to start with the horses them guys looked through the horses
to see if we were driving off some that didn't belong to the
Diamond A Ranch. We returned to the ranch with ponies.
Some good ones. Some no good.
I had been on this ranch over a year and hadn't seen a
white woman if you wasn't a stag you would be. Fall was
coming on. Pack, the boss said at the breakfast table he said,
Boys 3 of you can go to town. We decide who would go first.
I would go in the last bunch. They was gone several days and
they came back. And we went to town. It seemed funny. We
went to the stage coach yard and put up our ponies and went
up into the rawhide town and I got cleaned up. Them others
stopped at the first saloon we came to. I got cleaned up. I
had my boots shined and I got me a good pair of trousers
and a good shirt and a big, black silk handkerchief. Then I
went to find them guys.
They was still in that saloon, they went in. I went up to
them. Well, Steve, you got cleaned up. You said you was.
Steve are you going to give the gals a whirl? I said maybe.
They knew I never drank, but one asked me did I want a
drink. I said I didn't believe I do. One of the boys went in
the back of the saloon. Was a bunch of girls and pimps. After
a while we went back to see about him.One of the gals and a
pimp had him in room fixing to roo I him for his money. We
went in and got him. The gal said he was going to stay here
with me. The pimp shut the door. One of the boys jerked the
door open and knocked the pimp out the door. The gal interfered. I said gal, quiten down, you might get the water
slapped out of you. We left out of that joint. Things was
fixing to get rough.
Well, the boys went and got cleaned up. I said boys you
are old enough for my daddy. You don't want to get drunk
where you don't know what you are doing for the gals will
take your money. Well we stopped in a cafe to get a cup of
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coffee and a bite to eat. That gal and that boy we had that
run in with they said, Boys are you coming over tonight. I
said maybe, but we didn't go. It sure was a rough and tough
town for the gold miners came into town and got drunk and
fight with them guys [,] never did work [,] wait for the
miners come to town [,] cheat in gambling dens or knocked
them in the head just any way to get their money. I saw
several real battles cut and shut.
My buddy and I stayed in town seven days. One of my
buddies got his hand crippled one night. Was 4 miners and
me and my two buddies was in the nicest joint was in town.
We was dancing with the girls. Some was drinking. I don't
know what happened. It started in a room. A gal came
tumbling back into the parlor where we was dancing. Here
come about a dozen pimps and then the little ball started to
rolling. One of them thugs picked up a chair and hit one of
my buddies over the head. I picked up a beer bottle and broke
the neck of that [one], was pretty good. It didn't last long.
Several got bunged up.
Well, we loaded up with Bull Durham smoking tobacco
and .38 and .45 pistol bullets and started back to the ranch.
It taken us three days to get back. We rode up and unsaddled.
The boss rode up about that time. Peat had his hand wrapped
up. He said, "How are you?" OK we said. I had a knot on my
head. In a day or two we started to work. We put in 60 days
hard and rough work branding calves. But after that we rode
all time. Didn't do much work. We branded a few calves all
along. The weather was getting bad. Watch a few gaps in
the mountains.
Well spring was here.. We begin to get everything ready
to send the freight wagon to town to get supplies for the
spring work. It was the spring of 1907. I was 17 years old
in April. In May the chuck wagon pulled out from the ranch.
The second day after leaving the ranch one of the boys god
bad hurt and the boss sent me back with him. I staid around
there with him. I didn't do much. I had to stay close around
for about a month. I practised shooting and I made a fish
hook out of a horse shoe nail. It wasn't but a few yards to
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the creek. Sometimes I was lucky. The wagon was gone a
little over two months.
About three weeks before the chuck wagon pulled in about
sunrise I was at the corral two men rode up and asked did
I have any chuck I said yes, a little. I started to open the gate
to go out. One of the men drawed his gun and said stop and
put your hands on the gate. I had my .38 but they had me
covered. One held a gun on me and the other one went to
the house. Tom said I thought that was you. The man said
stick your hands up and face to the wall. He got what chuck
he wanted and marched Tom down where I was. One jerked
my gun and pitched over the fence and rode off looking back.
They was tough-lookers.
The last two weeks the chuck wagon was out Tom and I
went and met it and worked with them. Pack the boss asked
Tom how he was. He said I believe I will make it. The ponies
I rode' sure was fat. No one had rode them. The second morning after Tom and I got to the wagon I got bucked off and
spring my ankle. The boys wrapped it in brown paper and
poured vinegar on it. In a few days it was in very good shape.
We finished that work. Fall was coming on us. We had some
scouting to do to brand' the calves we m'issed in the work.
Well, we finished that stray work. By that time it had snowed
some. We had a bad winter. All the cattle rustlers worked
the country ever where.
Well the spring of 1908 was here, The boss sent the freight
wagon to town after chuck. That was groceries. But we had
fresh meat the year round. This was a hard year. The big
men from Kansas City came to Santa Fe. The men owned
the Diamond A Ranch. Some time in May the chuck wagon
left the ranch for the spring work. Was 14 cowboys and a
cook and he was a good one. We mark and branded the calves
and held all the fat cows and steers. Some of the steers was
7 and 8 years old. Horns long as a man's arm and sure was
wild. A tenderfoot could [not?] take it. Them days you had
to take it or you would [not?] stay, you had to be wild and
quick on the draw and a good bronc rider to work anywhere
west of the Pecos River.
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We finished branding and the chuck wagon pulled into the
ranch. We had gathered 500 big steers and fat cows and we
started to Colorado with the cattle. We was 40 days. We
travelled up the old north Santa Fe Trail. We watered at the
Eagle Nest Lake there where we run into trouble. The Jicarilla Indians come up on us. The wagon boss went out where
Indian Chief was. They was a big bunch of them. We didn't
know what would be the outcome of that. But the boss told
the chief to pick him out a big fat cow and he did. The boss
told me to cut the one he picked so I did and he killed her
with his bow and arrow. I had some beads in a Bull Durham
tobacco sack. I poured them out in my hand and he got a
string. He patted me on the head. I knew I had it made then.
We stayed there 11;2 days watering the cattle out. After
dinner the second day we pulled out. We travelled up the
Santa Fe Trail. Went through Raton and into Colorado and
delivered the cattle. Was a big wild West rodeo going on in
Tranidad, Colorado. We stayed there three days and taken
the rodeo in. Some of us punchers entered all the bronc riding
shows. We drew every day. The second day was 4 of us drew.
Was 2 prizes. The first prize was $500. The second prize was
$250. They was three boys and one girl and then we drawed
who we was going to ride against, so it fell my way to ride
against the girl.
Her name was Goldy Smith. So we drawed to see who
rode first. She rode first so she came out of the chute on a bay
pony. He was a good pony. They drove a buckskin pony in
the chute and I buckled my saddle on him and crawled on
him and said let him out. He done everything but chin the
moon. I could see his head. The girl beat me on points. She
got the money, so I went over where she was and thanked
her and patted her on the back. She said Steve what are you
going to do tonight after the show. Go over to the dance I
guess. I will see you there. After the rodeo over that night
us boys went to the chuck wagon. I said boys I am going to
the dance so I got cleaned up and went.
I had been there a few minutes. The music started. They
was three girls sitting over to one side. I walked over asked
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for this dance. It was O. K. We danced that set. I thanked her.
I didn't dance the next set. I was staI1-ding close in the door
against the wall looking everything over. I saw this girl
Goldy come in. Her and this man she come in with went to
dancing. It was her Dad. So I stayed there. Her and her Pop
danced by. She gave me a smile. ,When that set was over come
over where I was she said the next one are ours. She made
me acquainted with several boys and girls. She was a good
sport. They all showed me a good time. Daddy this is Steve.
He rode against me today. Steve and I going to ride against
two cowboys tomorrow.
Well the next day came. Goldy and her Dad worked it
around where we did. Well we drawed to see which side
would ride first. The boys win to ride first. The cowboy
buckled his old kak on that bay pony and crawled on him and
said let him out. That old pony came out bucking. One of his
spulleathers broke and he grabbed the horn. He got off. That
didn't count in a contest. Call out Goldy Smith next rider.
Drove a wild pony in the chute and Goldy buckled her cack
[sic] on him. I told her to put that saddle high up on his
withers. She crawled up on that pony said let him out. That'
old pony came out. Sure was bucking but she was screwed
down in that saddle. She done a good job.
It was up to me to beat my cowboy. They run another
pony in, the chute and called that other cowpunchers name.
Can't remember what it was. He put his saddle on that old
pony and crawled on him and let him out. That old pony put
on a good show. Well the men was putting the pony in the
chute. One ear half gone. Called out Steve next rider. I drop
myoId kak on him and slipped it high up on his withers and
sure did buckle it down. I crawled on him and said let him out.
I screwed deep down in my saddle. Goldy and myself win the
contest by a few points.
We returned to the ranch. In our stay and taking in the
rodeo I met Mr. Miller the' man owned the 101 Ranch. He
asked me to come to see him some time. I told him I would.
I might want a job some time. He said come on. 'Cold weather
was coming on. This was a cold winter. The snow covered
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the country for months. The cattle didn't winter so good on
account of so much snow stayed on the ground so long. But
the spring was fine. The grass come early. This is the spring
of 1909. I was 19 years old when the spring work was over.
Throwed all the cattle in the valleys for winter and we rode
the gaps.
Us cowpunchers had to keep wood drug up or hauled up
and cutup and brought in for the cook. The cook was fixing
to get supper. I was out getting in wood for the night and
the rest of the punchers was playing poker. Was trouble going
on in the house. The cook ran out of the house and said Steve
a gang fight in the house. I dropped the wood and went inside. One of them boys throwed a chair at me and I ducked
and [it] hit the cook. Knocked him. That was a tough one.
The boss wasn't there. He had gone to town. He came in about
a week. He found out about the trouble among us boys in a
day or two [,] at thesupper table he said boys what was the
trouble the other evening. I was in the kitchen after the coffee
pot when he asked the question. I was glad after the coffee
pot. He was mad at the time.
When he got coolled off he called us all cowpunchers in.
Said boys I have to let all you go. You knew I would have
trouble among you boys. He let all go but the cook. I saddled
up one and packed the other on and went to town look for
another job. I rode up the stagecoach yard and got off my
dun pony. The man was running stage coach yard came out.
I unsaddled and unpacked. Put my ponies in a lot and fed
them and walked up to town to get a cup of coffee and a bite
to eat. For I was getting lank and my ponies was too. I went
in a grease joint. I drink a cup of coffee and went out and
walked a little farther and went in another place and set
down close to the door at a table looking in a morror was over
the bar and spied two cow punchers. I had seen in Colorado
but they didn't know me.
I was there about a week. I was in a hotel where all the
big cow men stayed when they was in town. Mr. Miller the
man owned the 101 Ranch he said hello, Steve. What are you
doing. I said I was taking in the sights. Was doing anything.
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Are you going to the ranch with me? I don't know yet. I had
told Mr. Willcock the boss for S P Ranch over on the Arizona
line I might work for him but I made up my mind I was going
to work for the one gave me the best job. I saw Mr. Miller
and he told me what he had to offer me. I told him I would
help him out. He told me my time would sta~t now. I asked
him when was he going back to the ranch. About a week he
said.
The second day after I was talking to Mr. Miller I saddled
up and packed my other pony and pulled out. It was a long
way there. I travelled up the Rio Grande River on the Old
Espejo Trail to Taos. That is in west of the Kit Carson Country. I had been on the trail several days. I topped a mountain
and was looking around and taken' my field glasses out and
looked the country over and seen a bunch of Indians coming
down the trail I was on. I didn't know just what I was going
to do. I had to do something so I quit the trail and rode down
to the river and got on a mountain and watch them. They
went on down the trail and found a few cows I had seen. The
cows I had seen as I came up the trail. I was sure glad they
found them cows. They drove them off. I was in a tight spot
for a little while. They finally went on and never saw me.
I pulled out up the river. About sundown I came upon a
cow camp and stayed all night. I knew the cowboy who stayed
at the camp. The next morning I pulled out just before sunrise and about sundown I came to one of the 101 Ranch
camps. Was a tough looking fellow at the corral. He said get
down and unsaddle. So I did. We went to the house and he
went to fixing supper. I sure was hungry and tired. I asked
him how far was it to the Miller's headquarters. He told me
are you going to work for the 101. I said maybe. I never told
him I had a job with that outfit. That day and time nobody
never did ask the other fellow where did he come from or
ask where he was going.
I reached the headquarters without much trouble. Got
stopped a couple of times. I rode up to the ranch and got off.
About a dozen cowboys around the corral. They all spoke.
One come over where I was. He said Jack is my name. I said
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Steve is mine. I said are you the wagon boss. And he said
yes, are you the Steve Mr. Miller told me about hiring. I don't
know but maybe. I said where are Miller. He said in Pueblo.
He will be back in a week. The boss said if you want to lay
around the ranch a few days and rest up that suited me. I
said you cut me three or four ponies out. I may want to fool
around some. So he did. That was a swell outfit. About a
quarter of a mile was a swell house.
I had been there two days. That morning of the second
day the boss left five ponies in the corral. When the boys
caught pony I caught me one nothing was said. I saddled
mine and climbed up on him. He sure did wap.t to buck but
I wouldn't let him. I rode him down to the bunkhouse and got
off and made me some coffee and was out on the porch drinking it. I looked up and seen four girls walking down to the
corral. I kept drinking my coffee but kept an eye on them
to see what they was going to do. They saddled up their
ponies. They came riding by and stopped. I said have a cup
of coffee, girls. They dismounted and came in. I got them
some coffee. A blond said what are your name. I said what
are your name? I didn't tell them my name. But I found out
what I wanted to know. They was wild west show girls.
I figured they was ranch girls the way they put the saddles
on them ponies and the way they got on them ponies. When
they finished their coffee they said you never did tell us your
name. Are you going with us [?,] maybe. So I stayed on the
outside of them. You couldn't tell what they would do. They
said you are a stranger in this country. Yes more or less. Are
you going to work on this ranch. Would mind all these good
looking girls. I don't know much about ranch work. What
do you do on the ranch. I got the low down. Ever thing I
learnt the 101 was going to put on a wild west show starting
in September and travel three months. Are you girls going
with the show? Yes they answered. What do a fellow have
to do? If I knew anything about a wild west show I would
like to go. We will show you.
The blond headed gal I saw her in Colorado at a wild west
show in 1905. I found out she was there but I never let on that
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I was there. We started back to the ranch. We come up on
some little turkeys and we caught 2 of them. And we went
on to the ranch. I said girls you all get off and I will make
some coffee and have a smoke of Bull Durham with our coffee.
You go up here with us. We will have coffee up here. Two
them gals was sports. Them other two was stuck up a little.
Mr. Miller came in a few days. The boss said Steve you go
into town and load the chuck wagon up with groceries and
tell them cowpunchers the wagon will start in fifteen days.
So I did. I went in the buckboard. It taken me 5 days to make
the trip. I brought one cow puncher with me. I knew this
cowboy, Hackberry Slim. I have called his name before. He
was a real cowboy and a bronc rider. We had a little trouble
getting things. The Pueblo country they was on the war path.
A bushwhacker killed one of the chief leaders a few days
before. We made it O. K. after talking to him. We drove up
to the ranch some of the punchers was at the corral. We unhooked from the buckboard. About that time the boss come
up. I said to Jack one cowboy come with me. Said that was
good. He said Steve, did you get the wagon loaded out? I said
yes and notified the cowboys.
About that time them gals .rode up. The boss and I still
talking. This blond head gal come over: where we was. He
said Steve this is my girl Goldy. She said Dad he went with
us the other day. We asked him his name but he didn't tell us.
Well the chuck wagon getting ready to start on the work.
The cowboys had gathered in. We rounded up the cow ponies
and the boss cut our mounts out to us cowboys. We had a
[wild] west show ever day we worked cattle for two and
half months. One morning a cowboy rode up to the chuck
wagon to get a drink of water. His old pony got buggered.
Went to bucking and bucked over the cook pot things and
turned over the coffee pot and knocked the chuck box lead
down and the cook got mad and they got into skable. I rode
up about that time. The cook had the butcher knife after that
old boy. I saw what kind shape ever thing was in. I never said
anything. That old cook sure was made. Ever thing was
. turned over and spilt everthing. Dinner was late and old cook
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was still mad. The horse ringler jumped in and helped the
cook get dinner ready.
The next day when we got the roundup throwed together
and we changed horses Slim and I rode to the chuck wagon
to get drink of water and a cup of coffee. Slim old pony got
buggered and went to bucking and bucked into my old pony
and he went to bucking and bucking rite into the chuck
wagon. The cook shook a sack at the old pony and he turned
back. I sure was glad. I didn't want that cook after me. We
got a drink and a cup .of coffee. I sure glad that old pony
turned back. I said cook I like to tore down ever thing. He
grin and said Steve I was getting ready to get mad. We got
through this work and the chuck wagon pulled into the ranch
the next day.
The boss sent five us cowboys to Panther Canyon Camp
to brand some calves and gather some ponies. We were there
after January. Jack the boss ca~e over and left Slim and
myself there and carried the other boys back with him. He
said Slim you and Steve be sure and hold them horses for
them are our rodio ponies. So we decided we would tryout
them old ponies. Some sure was salty and sure could buck
so we could spot the worst bucking ones so if they went with
the show we would know the worst ones.
Spring is here. This is spring of 1910. The boss come and
brought five cowpunchers. We carried the ponies to headquarters. It was the first of May. We started the cow work
the chuck wagon pulled out from the ranch the cow work
lasted about three months. When we finished the branding
the wagon pulled in. In a few days we begin getting things
ready for the wild west show the last of August. We left for
Colorado the first show was at I>urango. Anybody could inter
that wanted to. We put on a three day show there and the
next place was Pagosa Springs. Was a big Indian blowout.
I begin to wonder what that outfit was paying me the morning before we left for the next show.
I asked the show manager what was he paying me. He
said just what you have been drawing at the ranch. I said I
wont ride for that. All the outlaw horses in the country was
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brought in to be rode. One word and another. We got into
trouble. He hit me ~ith a quirt. That started the ball to rolling. The laws stopped us. Was going to throw me in jail. I
said bring him along too. I had a trial the next day. They
turned me loose. I told the law he havent paid me. I am going
after my money.. The law said I will go with you. I told the
law when we-get to the show for him to lag back not to go
up when I do. I told him I wanted my pay. Now he paid me
then. All I had in the show was my saddle and my bedroll.
The law said I will carry you and your outfit to the wagon
yard. So he did. I hung around a few days.
I never liked that country so I taken stage coach. I left
my ponies at the ranch so I had to go and get them when I
got back to the ranch Jack the boss seen me and met me.
He said how are everthing. All right I said I could work for
ranch wages so I quit [the rodeo]. You can work here this
winter. I finished the winter there. I told the boss I was going
to town. I would be gone week or ten days. My idea was to
get me another job. Was one [town] big ranch owners will
be in. I wanted to see them for I knew that joker was running
that show would be in. I didn't want to look at him for I was
out of snuff already. I saddled up myoId dun pony and packed
the other one. I rode into town and put my pony in stage
coach yard and feed them. The man was running the yard
hello Steve. I fooled around a few days and seen several of
the big boys and hard [hired] out to Slaughter of the Long
Ranch,iLP brand. He asked my name I said Steve. Yes, I have
heard about you. I said nothing good. He said Steve you hang
around about a week. My boss are coming into town and we
will go back with him. I fooled around town and'went in them
joints and watched them dance and drink and fight. I didn't
take much hand in it, The gals said you don't drink, A little
maybe, I said. Never seen you. Are you a U. S. Marshall?
You never can tell. That the answer I said. I never did get
too thich with anyone. Would say most was gamblers and
pimps. Don't fall for anything for they will roll you fo~ what
you had. Boys you watch your step now. I have been all down
the line.
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The boss got into town. I run into them at a cafe.
Slaughter said come around and set down. So I did. So the
big boss said this is my boss Ed. Steve. I eat with them. He
said we will go to the ranch in a few days.
One night I was sitting in a cafe at the table close to the
door drinking a cup of coffee waiting for my orders. Two
tuff looking guys came in the door and stood up and ordered
coffee. They hair and beard was long. Was a girl waited on
them. One said are the boss in this joint. She said he not in
know. They drink their coffee and walk through the door
into the back. Was a bunch of girls in there. Didn't stay long
come out. As they come by me one said we come back later.
Was a good many miners workerd in town. Was a gambling
joint up the street and they went in there. Was['nt] long
was a gun fight. Nobody don't ask any questions.
We left the next day for the ranch. That was the last time
I saw a town for nine months; That was a hard country to
work in. Mountains, canyons, was Sandia Indian reservation
had to watch them all time. Had to stay on the good side with
them. Give them a beef once in a while.
Well the spring of 1911 we started out on the spring work.
We had been working about a month when two fellers rode
up the chuck wagon. No one there but the cook and the horses
rangIer. They drink coffee. When they drink the coffee we
need some chuck. Don't move. You won't get hurt. He sacked
up some chuck and rode off. We got the roundup throwed
together and went to eat[,] the cook said I had a visitor.
Stuck me up and got a sack of chuck and rode off. That was
a new cook in the country. Ed the boss said that nothing new.
Just feed them. That was a tough country. In ever way cattle
rustlers outlaws.
Well we finished that cow work and pulled into headquarters. In a few days the boss begin to shape things for
winter. He had too many cow punchers. Had no work for
them all. Paid a bunch of them off and left. I come in one
evening. I had been scouting Sandia Indian Ridge. The boss
was at corral said Steve tomorrow you get ready. I want you
to go to Nogall Camp. That was about 20 miles from head-
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quarters. I will send another cowboy to help you. The next
morning I begin to get ever thing ready. Loaded up the buckboard with chuck and some corn for my ponys to eat. I carried
three of my best ponys. I had some good ponys. The boss told
one of the cowboys to take the chuck and horse feed for me.
I saddled one 'and packed one when we got ready to start I
tied one pony to the other tail and pull out. The boss said
Steve I will see you ina few days.
Well we made it to the camp all right. It was a lonesome
looking place. Noone hadn't stayed there for five or six
months. Had some good corrals. Unloaded my chuck and
horse feed and I put my ponies in the trap. Had a good trap.
And looked ever thing over. The cowboy brought my stuff for
me. He stayed all night with me. He started back the next
morning after he left I saddled up and scouted around to spot
things. I carried my gun. No one left the house without
earring his gun. I saw bobcats, panthers the first day out.
I had been there about a month. One morning I wanted
some fresh meat. I rode about a mile or so. I rode up on a tall
hill not much brush and taken out my field glasses. Looked
around. I saw didn't know what. After a while I could tell
what it was. A cougar killing a young burro. The rest of them
burros was giving him a hard time. I didn't find me a young
deer. The next day I went by where the cougar killed that
little feller. Didn't eat nothing but the hindquarters.
Some time in December was snow on the ground. My
horse began snorting and raising cain. I grabbed my gun and
opened the door. Was a panther. He run behind some brush.
Did Shoot-when you shoot you hafta[,] you don't know who
are around. Well the boss sent another cowboy down to help
me. Was bothered too much. Some time I would come in
somebody had come by and cooked and eat but always wash
the dishes. Was long after this cowboy come down to help me
was a feller rode up about sunrise a pretty clean looking guy.
He had two sixshooters on and a Winchester buckled on his
saddle and riding a good pony. I asked him down and fixed
him something to eat. Didn't talk much. In fact nobody didn't
talk much. He asked how far was to the Scabeae Ranch. I told
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him what I thought. You could tell he wasn't a tenderfoot. It
scared that old boy [who] was helping me. After he left he
asked me do you know him. I said no. When someone come up
you don't say anything but hang around. You can't tell who
they are or what they want.
A while before we went to the headquarters two Sandia
Indians come up to a spring where we got our water. I started
down there. Button said are you going down there. Yes. I
went down they was getting a drink. We are out of beef. Well
we will find one. Kept my eye on them. Didn't go far. Found
a stray. It was fat. I said there [is] a good one. The old chief
killed it with his bow and arrow and taken its bowels out and
got two sticks and taken rawhide and tied the sticks together
and put the beef on them sticks and tied the beef and pulled
out. If you stayed you had to be good to the Indians.
The boss sent the buckboard and we went back to the
headquarters and the wagon started in a few days. It was the
spring of 1912. When the wagon started the spring work the
grass was good and the ponies was fat and salty. The wagon
was out nearly three months marking and branding and
holding fat cows and steers. Pulled in and we held them cows
and steers in a short time we left for Romeo, Colorado. Some
of the cowboys hadn't been to town in 9 months. I hadn't seen
a female but Mexican or Indian. Well we travelled very slow.
Slaughter said take your time. Warited them in good shape.
We was on the road nearly 30 days. We had quite a bit of
trouble. Gave 3 fat cows to the Indians so we could get
through their country. We finally reached Romeo and turned
the cattle over to the one [who] bought them.

(To be continued)

PRINTING IN NEW MEXICO
BEYOND SANTA FE AND TAOS 1848-1875
By JACKSON E. TOWNE*

CCORDING to some unpublished notes in the Douglas C.
A
McMurtrie Manuscript Collection at Michigan State University, a 27-page pamphlet entitled Catecismo Popular de la

Doctrina Democratica, by Ramon Francisco Gamarra, was
printed at Las Cruces some time between 1847 and 1853 with
the iJ!lprint "Impreso en la Oficina del Fronterizo." The pamphlet is undated and McMurtrie, one of the great authorities
on the history of printing in the United States, felt that "the
internal evidence allows considerable latitude in choosing a
date. . . ."
McMurtrie tells us that "about 1852 there appeared another pamphlet, lacking imprint and undated, which resembles the El Fronterizo pamphlet so closely in its typography
that it almost certainly came from the same press. This item
is entitled La Politica de Belzebu y su Reverso. McMurtrie
found no information regarding a newspaper called El
Fronterizo at Las Cruces prior to 1874, or about the estab:..
lishmentof a press prior to the Civil War. The Borderer,
started in 1871 by Jeremiah V. Bennett and continued by him
until his death in 1876, McMurtrie noted as having been
"generally . . . considered the first newspaper in the southern part of New Mexico." However, a first issue of the Mesilla
weekly Times for October 18, 1860, is held by both the Huntington Library and the New York Historical Society. The
Huntington also has a copy of the Mesilla Miner of June 9,
1860. This item, preceding the Mesilla Times, changed to it
after one' issue.
For its fourth foothold in New Mexico (if Las Cruces
actually was third in point of time, as McMurtrie definitely
ranked it), the press became active in the old town and ultimate metropolis of the state, Albuquerque. Here Colonel
Richard H. Weightman, who had gone to Washington as a
• Professor of Bibliography. Michigan State University.
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senator under the proposed government of 1850, started
a little paper called Amigo del Pais in 1853 and conducted it
for a few weeks, according to the Rio A bajo Weekly Press for
January 20, 1863.
About 1860, Theodore S. Greiner began the publication in
Albuquerque of a weekly paper called the Review. This is
recorded in the History of New Mexico, its Resources and
Peoples, Volume I (Los Angeles, 1907), on page 470. After
two years Greiner sold out to Hezekiah S. Johnson, who
started the Rio Abajo Weekly Press on January 20, 1863.
Under several changes of ownership and with a return in
1870 to the name Review, this paper survived for more than
ten years, when it was merged with a younger publication
named the Democrat.
Hezekiah Johnson had lived in New Mexico since 1849,
and before founding the Rio Abajo Weekly Press had apparently had some previous newspaper experience, for in his
salutatory he says: "this is not the first time we have presented ourself to the New Mexico Public." The salutatory
goes on to announce the appearance of what was frankly a
business enterprise for its founder: "The subscriber pays us
his subscription; we furnish him with the best and most
accurate news the market affords. . . . The merchant, or
other individual, pays us a certain price for a certain space in
our columns for advertising; we publish his advertisement.
These are plain business transactions" . . . with no "beatified transcendentalism" about "repugnance" to the "almighty
dollar."
After Albuquerque the next point at which a press began
operations was Mesilla, a town adjacent to Las Cruces. The
Bancroft Library at the University of California has a copy
of the first issue of The Mesilla Times, showing that publication began on October 18, 1860. The American Guide Series
for New Mexico summarizes:
In July, 1861, Lieutenant Colonel Baylor of the Confederate
Army, after capturing Fort Fillmore with little resistance,
made his headquarters at Mesilla, proclaiming himself military
governor and Mesilla the capital of the new territory of Ari-
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zona, which included all of New Mexico south of the 34th
parallel, a part of Texas, and all of Arizona, Nevada and
California. After August, 1862, when the Confederates fled
before the California Column under General James H. Carleton, La Mesilla was made headquarters of the Military District
of Arizona under the United States.
La Mesilla was on the west side of the Rio Grande until 1865
when the river changed its course. The walls of the adobe
house, which held the courtroom in which Billy the Kid once
stood trial, still stand on the corner of the plaza. The main interest of the town, aside from its special charm and mellowed
quality, is the privately owned Billy the Kid Museum, that contains ... relics.... Other items include relics said to be of Maximilian and Carlotta of Mexico . . . rare maps, old branding
irons, swords, guns and blankets.

Next, at Elizabethtown, in Colfax County, Scranton and
Aken started the Elizabethtown Lantern in 1869 ; in the same
year this paper was sold to William D. Dawson and became
the Railway Press and Telegraph. McMurtrie found a reference to this paper in a Colorado journal, the Colorado Miner,
in which the editor wrote sympathetically of the editor of "the
only paper published at Elizabethtown, New Mexico . . . in
a furious rage," because the people were displeased with their
paper. Elizabethtown is a ghost mining town today with a
population of less than 150.
Finally, at Las Vegas and at Cimarron' newspapers were
started in 1870: the Las Vegas Mail; 'and at Cimarron the
Press and the News, which were merged in 1875 into the
News and Press.
From the care with which McMurtrie traced and published every shred of evidence regarding the printing activities of Padre Martinez of Taos (in the New Mexico Historical
Review and elsewhere), we can only conclude that the following from the American Guide Series on the Cimarron
News and Press is wholly apochryphal:
The paper, housed in a warehouse used as the Indian Agency
Headquarters, was said to have been printed on the p'ress
brought to New Mexico by Padre Antonio Jose Martinez and
first used by him in 1853 to print school books, religious propaganda, and a Taos paper, El Crepusculo (the dawn). It is re-
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lated that one evening Clay Allison and some of his cohorts,
angered by an item in the newspaper, battered in the door of
the building, smashed the press with a sledge hammer, and
finally dumped the type cases and office equipment into the
Cimarron River. Not satisfied, Allison and one of his men went
back to the plant next morning, found a stack of the previous
day's papers, and went from bar to bar, selling the papers at
25 cents a copy.
NOTES FROM MANUSCRIPT

By DOUGLAS C. McMuRTRIE
Oliver P. Hovey and Edward T. Davies, on September 10,
1847, began the publication at Santa Fe of a newspaper with
the title Santa Fe Republican, with the first leaf of each fourpage issue printed in English and the second leaf in Spanish.
We have found a statement to the effect that the printing
equipment for this enterprise came from Missouri,70 and it is
interesting, in this connection, to quote the following article
from a St. Louis newspaper in November, 1846: 71
"A Printing Office for Santa Fe.-We noticed at the Type
Foundry of A. P. Ladew, yesterday, a number of boxes
marked for 'Santa Fe Army.' On inquiry we learned that he
had just filled an order from Gen. Kearney for a complete
printing establishment on Government account. The Quartermaster will forward immediately, press, type, fixtures, ink,
paper, &c. &c.-a full supply of every thing necessary to start
a newspaper at once, and do all the job work required. As Mr.
Ladew's establishment is equal to any of the kind,either east
or west of the Alleghenies, we doubt not that we shall see, in
the course of a few months, as good printing done in Santa
Fe as in St. Louis. This printing establishment is necessary
there, that the orders Of Gen. Kearney, the ordinances, regulations, &c., may be distributed among the people. It may be
considered a new mode of carrying on war, but as the design
is to 'conquer peace,' paper bullets may effect as much in
Northern Mexico as leaden or iron ones. At all events, the
typos in the army will find employment when the press
reaches them."
70. R. E. Twitchell, Old Santa Fe, p. 286.
71. St. Louis Daily Union, November 6, 1846, page 3, column 2.
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Because of the difficulties of transportation, it was ten
months from the filling of this order by Ladew's typefoundry
in St. Louis to the appearance of the first issue of the Santa
Fe Republican. With the establishment of the new press, the
most colorful and romantic chapter of New Mexican printing
history came to a close. Typography was immensely improved
technically under the new regime, but in comparison with
what Baca produced with his battered types it cannot but
seem to us somewhat uninteresting and commonplace. 72
The Santa Fe Republican (the title of its Spanish section
was El Republicano) continued under Hovey & Davies until
April, 1848, when Davies withdrew and Oliver P. Hovey became the sole publisher. The paper was somewhat irregular
in its issues, skipping a week or two now and then; in February and March, 1848, five weeks passed with no issue of the
Republican. Rather unique among the many peculiarities of
early newspapers was the haste of the Republican to attain
the appearance of age. Number 22 of volume 1 appeared on
March 18, 1848; the next recorded issue in any file is number
25, on April 22, but this issue is numbered in volume 2.
Number 44 of volume 2 is reached on October 15, but the next
issue (after the omission of a week) is volume 3, number 45,
on October 29. For a time then the paper appeared only every
other week. An elaborate New Year's greeting, in Spanish,
from Oliver P. Hovey to the readers of El Republicano (no.
48 in the Bibliography), an issue of April 28, 1849, and an
extra dated August 8, 1849 (no. 54 in the Bibliography)
complete the record of what is now known of the Santa Fe
Republican. 73 However, we encounter Oliver P. Hovey again
in 1860, when he was the territory's public printer, and Ed72. It might be noted, in passing, that the types brought to New Mexico under the
new regime seem to have been inadequate for printing Spanish. To judge from speCimens of the printed work, the fonts lacked most of the accented letters required for
correct Spanish typography.
73. There is no known file of the Republican which is even approximately complete.
The Henry E. Huntington Library has 14 issues, extending to November 25, 1848, and
the extra of August 8, 1849; the Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis, has 5 issues,
including v. 1, nos. "I, 4, 5, and 6. and a duplicate of an issue which is also in the
Huntington file; the Historical Society of New Mexico has 2 issues, both of which are
in the Huntington file; and the Library of Congress has the issue of April 28, 1849the latest regular issue recorded.
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ward T. Davies reappears in connection with the next newspaper in the territory, the New Mexican.
The New Mexican (with a Spanish section entitled El
Nuevo-Mejicano) is known to have begun on November 24,
1849. 74 It was established by Edward T. Davies, one of the
founders of the Republican over two years earlier, in partnership with William E. Jones, as Davies & Jones, editors
and proprietors. Its prospectus, published in the first issue,
declared that in matters of politics and religion it would
"maintain a strict neutrality, regarding partizanship as utterly unnecessary and a barrier to the general good of our
Territory." But it promised to advocate "the views entertained by the people of New Mexico, in Convention assembled, for the purpose of urging upon Congress the immediate
formation of Supreme Civil Government"-to take the place
of the hybrid military-civil government under which the
territory then existed. 75
Besides the first issue, two extras of El Nuevo Mejicano
are known, one dated June 18 and the other July 4, 1850. 76
These appeared under the names of Ceran St. Vrain as proprietor and publisher, and of J. Houghton and T. S. J. Johnson, editorial committee. Beyond these dates the career of
the first New Mexican at Santa Fe remains at present
unknown. 77
New Mexico was finally organized as a territory of the
United States by an Act of Congress of September 9, 1850,
which went into effect with the inauguration of the new territorial government on March 3, 1851. Almost immediately
thereafter-presumably on April 12, 1851, the Santa Fe
74. The Historical Society of New Mexico has a copy of v. I, no. 1. The Union List
of Newspapers (1937) also records a copy of this issue in the University of Illinois
Library and one in the Wisconsin Historical Society. The Union List reports that the
New Mexican began as the New Mexican Review, H1848-'Nov. ? 1849," but we cannot
verify this earlier title. Other issues recorded by the Union List under the title of the
New Mexican belong to another paper of much later origin.
75. See the note on no. 52 in the following Bibliography.
76. We record these from copies in the possession of Mr. Thomas W. Streeter,
Morristown, N. J.
77. The New Mexican begun at Santa Fe about 1863 by William Henry Manderfield
and Thomas Tucker seems to have nothing in common with its predecessor except the
title. However, the daily evening New Mexican and the weekly Nuevo Mexicano. published currently at Santa Fe, claim descent from their namesakes of 1849.
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Weekly Gazette, the first really successful newspaper in the
territory, made its first appearance. The earliest issue now
located, no. 6, of May 17, 1851, had a Spanish section entitled
Gaceta de Santa Fe and was published by William E. Jones
(one of the founders of the New Mexican), with James L.
Collins & Co. as proprietors. Extant files of the earliest years
of this paper are quite incomplete, and its history is therefore
somewhat sketchy at the beginning. From the earliest known
issue there is a gap in the record to January 24, 1852, eight
months later. At this date the paper was published and edited
by William G. Kephart,78 with James L. Collins & Co. still the
proprietors. But we know that Kephart joined Collins at some
time in 1851, as is shown by the imprint on no. 70 in our
Bibliography.
There is another gap of nine months in the files of the
Gazette to the issue of October 23,1852, which names W. G.
Kephart as publisher but does not mention Collins. Two weeks
later, Kephart was editor with William Drew as publisher,
and the Spanish section became La Gaceta Semana Aria de
Santa Fe. Kephart appeared as publisher again, in place of
Drew, on May 21, 1853, and on the following September 3
J. L. Collins was editor andthe pame of Kephart disappeared
from the newspaper records. At the end of 1853, on December
24, Collins was succeeded by W. W~ H. Davis as editor, and
imprints of 1854 and 1855 record "J. L. Collins & W. W. H.
Davis, printers," 79 although the name of Collins did not
appear in the Gazette in those years.
In 1856, James L. Collins was again the editor of the
78. Twitchell, Old Santa Fe, p. 366, relates that: "In 1851, the Presbyterian Missionary Union sent Rev. W. G. Kephardt to Santa Fe. He Was more of a politician than
a missionary. He soon identified himself with newspaper work. became the editor of the
Santa Fe Gazette, and espoused the anti~s]avery cause." We note that in
its occurrences in the newspaper and in the imprints of 1851-1853 the name of this missionaryeditor is spelled "Kephart."
79. William Watts Hart Davis was not a practical printer. Born in Massachusetts
in 1820, he came to New Mexico as a lieutenant in the 1st Massachusetts Infantry during
the Mexican War. He was United States attorney at Santa Fe in 1851 and later secretary of the territory and acting governor. He served in the Civil War as colonel of a
Pennsylvania regiment and died at Doylestown, Pa., in 1910, in his ninetieth year.
Among other works, he wrote El· Gringo; or, New Mexico and Her People (New York,
1857), a colorful description of the territory as he found it in the early days. (Twitchell,
Old Santa Fe, p. 368, footnote.)

all
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Gazette, beginning February 23, when the name of Davis
ceased to appear. Collins was joined by David J. Miller on
May 23, 1857, but at the end of that year, on December 5,
after a lapse of four weeks during which publication was
suspended, a new beginning was made with volume 1, number
1, under Samuel M. Yost as editor. David J. Miller joined
Yost on August 25, 1858, but another change occurred on
February 5, 1859, when the paper appeared with Hezekiah
S. Johnson as editor. Augustus De Marle succeeded Johnson
on November 19, 1859, and there was then another suspension of publication until May 8, 1860, on which d.ate a second
new start was made, this time with volume 2, no. 1, under
James L. Collins as publisher with John T. Russell as editor.
Under other changes of ownership and editorial direction,
the Santa Fe Gazette continued to appear until 1869. 80
During the period here under investigation, the supremacy of the Gazette at Santa Fe was disputed only once. In the
year 1857 the Bibliography shows five titles with the imprint
"Printed in the office of the Democrat," or its Spanish equivalent. This paper presumably began on August 6, 1857, to
judge from the only issue of it which has yet been found,
volume 1, number 9, of October 1,1857. 81 In this case we seem
to have to do with a paper which had its main title in Spanish,
El Democrata, with an English section under the title The
Democrat. The issue in question was edited by Miguel E. Pino
and was published "in the house of Nicolas Pino, corner of
Calle Principal and Callejon, west of the Plaza, Santa Fe,
New Mexico." But it contains an announcement in Spanish,
over the name of Hezekiah S. Johnson and dated September
30,1857, to the effect that Johnson, at the request of many of
his personal and political friends, had consented to become
editor of El Democrata and would begin his duties as such as
soon as Miguel Pino had concluded his present contract as
80. The Gazette suspended publication on a number of occasions besides those noted.
It missed 18 weeks in 1855, 17 in 1856. 9 in 1857. 7 in 1858, 17 in 1859. It seems to have
been especially irregular in the summer mon ths of those years.
81. A COpy of this issue is in the National Archives (Records of the Department of
State), Washington, D. C.
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public printer, which would be in the following November or
December.
An interesting feature of Mr. Johnson's announcement
was his assurance that a subscriber to El Dem6crata, which
would come to him every two weeks for the sum of "dos pesos
cuatro reales" (i.e., $2.50), would enable his children to acquire a love for reading, be instructed in matters concerning
their obligations to the human race, broaden and enrich their
minds in everything that pertains to human excellence. But
in spite of these splendid incentives, the placid Spanishspeaking New Mexicans evidently were not moved to subscribe to El Dem6crata in sufficient numbers to insure its
success. Except for what is here recorded, we know nothing
more at present of this newspaper.

WESTERN SILVER AND THE TARIFF OF 1890
By H. WAYNE MORGAN*
GROUP of far western senators known as "Silver Republicans" gained national influence and political importance
A
in the last decade of the nineteenth century. They were, by
and large, men of intellect and political ability, committed to
the causes of the west, the foremost of which was the free
coinage of silver. In the forefront of this group of congressional leaders stood Henry Moore Teller, "The Defender of
the West," who spoke for Colorado in the United States
senate for 30 years, and whose words carried such conviction
and earnestness that none denied his sincerity even as they
disagreed with him. Second in importance and first in volubility was William M. Stewart, who represented Nevada in
the senate for 30 years. This tall, silver haired silverite, the
"Moses of the West," resembling nothing so much as a biblical prophet, went on many a good crusade and lent his
eloquence and zeal to the silver movement with a fervor that
matched and sometimes exceeded Teller's. These two men
were the best known far western silver leaders of the decade,
but they were joined then and later by other talent: Edward
O. Wolcott of Colorado; John P. Jones of Nevada; Fred
Dubois of Idaho; Frank Cannon of Utah; and others. 1
In an age of fierce party strife and dramatic electioneering they cast their lot with the Republican party despite its
constant wariness of their pet shibboleth, free silver, and its
final rejection of the doctrine in 1896. They might quarrel
with their eastern brethren on the silver question, but they
adhered to the historic principles of the Republican party,
and to none more strongly than the protective tariff. Though
it was often said that the west had no interest in the tariff,
the judgement is not borne out by the facts. 2
.. 1023 Westholme Avenue, Los Angeles 24, California. Professor of History,
University of California.
1. Teller was a senator from 1876 to 1882, and 1885 to 1909; Stewart from 1864 to
1875, and 1887 to 1905; Wolcott from 1889 to 1901; Cannon from 1895 to 1899; Jones
from 1873 to 1903; and Dubois from 1891 to 1897.
2. Cf. James Ford Rhodes, History of the United States From the Compromise of
1850 to the McKinley-Bryan Campaign of 1896, Volume VIII (New York, 1920), 355.
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At first glance it may seem strange that the western states
should be interested in a protective tariff 'Yhich was allegedly
devised for eastern manufacturing interests. Their relative
isolation and lack of diversified economic development seemed
to belie their interest in tariff protection. The reasons for
their support of silver are patent-it was their basic industry
-but their reasons for adhering to the tariff are not far to
seek. The very fact. that their economies were undeveloped
and isolated swung these states behind the flag of protection
and made their arguments in favor of the tariff seem logical;
how else could they prevent the undermining of what economic progress they had made except through protection?
Foreign competition in wool, hides, and mineral ores would
greatly reduce their incomes. 3 It was for these interests, as
well as silver, that the western legislators fought in Congress.
The turbulent fifty-first Congress of 1889-1891, the ','Billion Dollar Congress" of Czar Tom Reed which concerned
itself with legislation on the three great issues of the daytariff, trusts, silver--'-found the westerners ready to break
with their party unless favorable silver legislation was
adopted, but extremely reluctant to abandon the tariff protection which meant so much to their constituents.
The western silverites went to the sessions of the fiftyfirst congress with grim faces; for once they were united in
their determination to secure legislative relief for the depressed silver industry which meant so much to their section. 4
But even as they talked of silver they thought of the tariff.
In numbers and eloquence they had "a very decided advantage in tariff legislation," John .Sherman remembered. 5 One
source of influence was their threat to block the passage of
the McKinley tariff bill unless they were rewarded with satisfactory silver legislation. It was rumored ·that they were
willing to disrupt the party if necessary. They had waited
3. Western interests petitioned Republican leaders from other states as well as their
own representatives. Cf. C. T. Stevenson to John Sherman, September 25, 1890; John
Sherman Papers, Library of Congress.
4. Fred Wellborn, "The Influence of the Silver Republican Senators, 1889-1891,"
Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 14 (March, 1928), 462.
5. John Sherman, Recollections of Forty Years in the House, Cabinet and Senate'
(New York, 2 vols., 1895), II, 1084-85.
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long enough for remedial silver legislation and had only seen
deepening economic troubles in the west. Now they were
desperate and determined.
While there were doubts about the lengths to which the
westerners were willing to go in blocking the passage of a
tariff bill in return for a silver bill, their adherence to the
tariff was well known. Stewart never denied that he was a
protectionist and with characteristic vigor and verbosity he
answered many letters from constituents and critics who attacked the pending tariff bill in 1890. "I do not think that the
country is suffering from protection; on the contrary, I believe that our protective tariff, although defective in many
respects, is all that saves the country from ruin," he wrote
one critic. 6 In response to demands from constituents, Stewart worked for protective duties on wool, mineral ores and
other western products even before the tariff bill was sent to
the senate. 7 Teller, then and later while the bill was being
debated, supported protective duties on ores. 8 To the people
of their states, the westerners justified protection on the
grounds that while it benefitted the manufacturer and producer, it also benefitted the laborer with higher wages-the
classic protectionist argument,9 While the House Ways and
Means Committee held hearings in the early spring of 1890,
the westerners, especially Stewart, did their best for protection by assisting witnesses, bringing discreet pressure to
bear, and making it clear that they stood for protection. In
doing so they made it equally clear that their votes for the
tariff would be secured at a price, and never ceased to remind
their eastern colleagues that they held the balance of power
in the evenly divided senate.
While debates on the tariff unfolded in the House, the
Senate turned to silver. Stewart was confident that adequate
6. William M. Stewart to Q. R. Cooley, February 17, 1890; William M. Stewart
Papers, Nevada Historical Society, Reno, Nevada.
7. Stewart to Thomas Nelson, April 15, 1890; to W. G. van Horne, February 17,
1890; Stewart Papers.
8. Congressional Record. 51st Cong., 1st Sess., 9122ff.
9. Stewart to Hugh A. Teel, January 21, 1890; Stewart Papers. The argument was
potent in Nevada, where competition from cheap Mexican labor was fierce.
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remedial legislation would be passed. lO It was the understanding among silverites, rightly or wrongly, that Harrison had
pledged himself to silver prior to his election in 1888.11 This
supposed assurance, plus the fanaticism and real economic
distress which motivated the westerners drove them on.
Speaker Thomas B. Reed insisted that the silver delusion was
temporary and that it would be dispelled as soonas prosperity
showed its face in the west. Senator Stewart denied this.
"Speaker Reed is mistaken; the excitement of the West is not
temporary. It will last as long as contraction continues, and
the people will have relief or know the reason why."12
Though they talked constantly about the poverty of the
"friends of silver," the westerners kept up a steady stream
of correspondence and maintained strenuous speaking schedules that compensated for any lack of funds. 13 "Keep up the
agitation," Stewart wrote a constituent. "It is the agitation
from the outside that affects Congress."14 Thus did they
strengthen the image of their power, power that would place
them in an excellent bargaining position if all else failed.
The debates in the Senate on the silver question revealed
the stresses and strains at work within the Republican party
in 1890, and as the days and weeks passed it became evident
that once the tariff was passed by the House and sent to the
Senate it would become the object of bargaining. Though the
Senate seemed likely to pass a free coinage measure-which
it did on June 17, 1890, by a vote of 42.:25-any such bill
would either die in the House or be vetoed by President Harrison. As early as January, Harrison had made it clear to
Teller that he would veto any free coinage measure, and
western hopes for free silver fell accordingly; the silverites
10.

4, 1890;

Stewart to John A. Thompson, January
to T. B. Baker. January 4,
1890; Ibid.
11. George Rothwell Brown (ed.), Reminiscences of Senator William M. Stewart
of Nevada (New York,
Stewart to H. B. Kelly, March 11,
Stewart Papers.
Cf. Stewart to L. H. Weller, February
Ibid.
Stewart to William D. Marvel, February
Ibid. In the same letter he
wrote: "The pressure from outside is becoming strong and the feeling inside [Congress]
is that something must be done."

12.
13.
14.

1908),293.

1890 ;
3, 1890;
3, 1890;
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then looked more to compromise but prepared to fight a hard
battle.15
"
.
It was with all this in mind that they faced the tariff
bill, which was sent to them after passing the House as a
strict party measure on May 21, 1890. The Bill was committed to the Senate Finance Committee, awaiting disposition
and debate, which now depended more and more on the stand
taken by the westerners. The silverites at once prepared to
use the tariff as a blade by which a suitable compromise might
be turned on the silver question. But the silverites were not
without their own troubles. Some of the western senators
were from newly admitted states and were unsure of their
status within the party. Lacking the tenure and prestige of
Teller and Stewart, they hesitated to disrupt the party and
fall from grace by opposing passage of administration sponsored legislation. That would anger the eastern and midwestern party leaders, who made it clear to the westerners
that they must obey party discipline or face the prospect of
an empty cupboard when patronage was passed out. 16 To kill
time and solidify their lines, as well as to display their
strength and importance to the Republican leaders, the silverites voted with the Democrats to delay debate on the tariff
billY
Delay was a potent weapon in their hands, for as long as
the tariff was suspended, eastern interests were unsettled
and more and more pressure would be brought to bear for a
compromise on the silver question so that other legislation
could be passed. The importance of this was not lost upon the
westerners; Stewart was heard to say that "there will be no
tariff legislation this session unless a silver bill is passed."18
How much of this western talk was bluff and how much
was sincere no one can say. That the westerners were hard
15. James A. Barnes, John G. Carlisle: Financial Statesman (New York, 1931),
219·220.
16..Elmer Ellis, Henry Moore Teller, Defender of the West (Caldwell, Idaho, 1941),
190.
17. Washington Post, July 8, 1890.
18. Quoted in Barnes, John G. Carlisle, 186. Wolcott, acting for himself and Teller,
made it clear that the tariff would suffer unless silver legislation was passed. Matilda
Gresham, Life of Walter Quintin Gresham (Chicago, 2 vols., 1919), II, 638.
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,pressed cannot be denied; their constituents flooded them
with mail in favor of a silver bill, and their personal commitments· to the silver cause were such that they may well have
thought it worth the sacrifice of party favor and the tariff to
secure adequate 'results.. So intransigent a position, however,
had its drawbacks; should they maintain it, they might attain
nothing in the end, and destroy party unity as well. As the
heat of summer descended upon Washington with no relief in
sight and amid rumors that Congress would be in session
forever, the Senate settled wearily to its task.
Free coinage was obviously doomed because of administration opposition, and the "sound money" element in the
House, but compromise was still possible. If free coinage
could not be passed, the amount of silver to be purchased
monthly under the proposed purchase plan might be increased in a manner acceptable to both houses and the President. The westerners, plagued by heat, party pressure, and
criticism, held their ground for the best possible compromise
measure. Confusion and rumor mounted in the newspapers
as the compromisers made their rounds. It was said that Harrison, worried over the delay of tariff bill, called the westerners to the White House, together with McKinley and Reed,
and finally offered to sign a measure providing for the free
coinage of American silver only in return for western support
of the McKinley bill. Stewart and Jones of Nevada supposedly
agreed; Reed and McKinley reluctantly agreed to steer the
measure through the House; but the plan was upset by Teller
and Wolcott of Colorado. 19 Similar stories drifted through
Washington during June and July, but all were emphatically
denied by the alleged participants. "No such interview ever
occured or the equivalent or the like of it," Reed wrote later
with characteristic bluntness. "I will add that I never at any
time heard even a rumor of such a proposition, nor of anything that could give rise to such a remarkable story."20
McKinley denied with equal vigor that he had ever partici19. Edward O. Wolcott to Thomas B. Reed, March 15, 1894; copy in Henry M.
Teller Papers, State Historical Society of Colorado, Denver, Colorado. Wolcott himself
denied the story in the letter transmitting the charge.
.
Thomas B. Reed to Edward O. Wolcott, March 16, 1894; copy in Ibid.

20.
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pated in any such deals, implicitly or explicitly. "The socalled interview with President Harrison I never heard of
until the letter of Mr Ezekial which you enclosed," he wrote.
"The whole story is without foundation or truth. . . ."21 In
view of his already announced opposition to free silver of any
kind, it is unlikely that Harrison made any move toward such
an agreement. He realized that the cards were his to play;
all the westerners could hope to gain was more generous
purchase terms in the silver purchase plan.
By late June the crucial moment had come. The silver men
realized that further alienation of eastern Republicans would
be fatal, lest they in turn refuse to pass any silver legislation
at all, even if it meant failure of the tariff. The eastern interests, for their part, were willing to compromise with silver
and the west to pass the tariff and other legislation. In the
end a compromise was reached among the senators who were
most concerned with the problem, for the westerners would
not proceed until they were assured of relief. A bill in hand
was worth more to them than two in the hopper, and only
after they were assured of the compromise Sherman plan of
July 14, 1890, would they proceed. 22 The westerners recognized that their victory had not been won for silver but for
parliamentary dispatch and to facilitate administration legislation. "That is why the Republicans yielded not to free coinage, but to what they thought was a lesser evil, what they
thought would answer the purpose of satisfying the Silver
Republicans and secure their votes," Teller said years later. 23
Western pressure was indeed responsible for the compromise
which took form under the guidance of John Sherman, whose
name adorned the bill despite his insistence then and later
that he would gladly never have supported it.
21. William McKinley to Henry M. Teller, March 17, 1894; Ibid. McKinley, himself
a convinced bi·metallist. voted against free coinage in the flonse of Representatives
where he was chairman of the powerful Ways and Means Committee. and next to Reed,
the most influential Republican ieader.
22. Ellis, Henry Moore Teller, 192; Thomas F. Dawson, Life and Character of
Edward O. Woleott (New York, 2 vols., 1911), I, 210; Effie Mona Mack, "Life and
Letters of William M. Stewart," (Unpublished dissertation, Ph.D., Berkeley, 1930),
222-23. Teller was the least satisfied of the silverites with the resulting compromise.
23. C<mgressional Record, 54th Cong., 1st Sess., 4561; April 29, 1896.
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In fact, the compromise-or some compromise-was acceptable to eastern and midwestern politicians, for their constituents had also been smitten by the silver siren. Moreover,
many of them were sincere bi-metallists. Harrison and his
Secretary of the Treasury, William Windom, 'had seen the
writing on the wall and were willing to support some measure favorable to silver. 24 While the administration supporters
would not accept free coinage, despite the Senate's willingness to adopt such legislation, they sought to prove the sincerity of their bi-metallism by compromising on the Sherman
plan, which called for the monthly purchase of 4,500,000
ounces of silver by the issuance of United States Treasury
notes, which in turn, so the silverites hoped, would bring
monetary inflation and a rise in the price of silver.
Once assured of favorable silver legislation and convinced
that they had done as well as they could, the westerners
joined the regular Republicans and assisted in bringing the
tariff to the floor for debate. Once committed to the compromise the westerners adhered to the bargain and voted dutifully for the McKinley bill. Stewart was active on behalf of
his interests, and was busy in committee room and corridor,
listening to visitors and gathering information. One of the
cardinal principles of the McKinley bill as passed by the
House was free sugar, a measure designed largely to reduce
the revenue. The beet sugar growers of Nevada and the west
rushed to Stewart; the Senator's head was seen to nod; he
agreed. Free sugar would ruin the beet growers.' Free sugar
appealed especially to farmers and workers who felt that a
tax on sugar was a tax on their tables. "The sugar question
is in a bad way," Stewart wrote a constituent. "The farmers
of the West have got an idea that it was a tax upon them
without any benefit, which is an absurd idea. Now of all times
we need a duty on sugar."25 As finally passed, the act provided a bounty for domestic sugar growers in lieu of tariff
protection.
24. Robert F. Hoxie, "The Silver Debate of 1890," Journal of Political Economy
(September, 1893), 535-587.
25. Stewart to L. L. Robinson, June 19, 1890; Stewart Papers.
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Debate on thetariff in the Senate began in late July and
moved forward with the heat at a snail's pace. Stewart was
active on behalf of wool, ore, and other interests. He rose
several times during the debate to defend the protective principle; the tariff was not a tax, he insisted in reply to standard
Democratic charges. If it brought higher prices in the beginning, it brought higher wages and greater productivity in the
end, while prices ultimately declined. 26 When Senator Gray
insisted that the nation's prosperity was due to free trade
within the country, Stewart cornered him with the assertion
that such free trade was maintained by protection, which
kept out foreign competition. 27
On the whole, the silverites spoke little during the long
tariff debates, which consumed so much time and temper in
the hot weeks of late summer, and they seemed unruffled by
the interminable delays which prevented voting on the measure. Teller opposed all attempts at closure on debate, sponsored by Nelson Aldrich and other party leaders anxious to
expedite business. 28 It was doubtless a blessing that the silverites did not speak, for when one of them arose the chamber
generally emptied. They sang but a single song-free silver
-and no matter what the subject at hand, it came in time to
a history of the silver movement. Stewart, darkly clad, his
motions accented by a flowing white beard, could speak endlessly upon the subject. Teller spoke with more authority and
greater precision, but his monologues were quite as extensive.
The Founding Fathers were called forth to testify; figures
poured forth like the water from the rock which Moses struck.
Yet for all their verbiage, there were grains of wheat in
the chaff of the westerners' speeches, especially those concerned with tariff protection. The tariff was a canon of faith
as well as a party principle with them no less than with their
eastern counterparts. The rates accorded them on wool, hides,
and ores were crucial to the economic development of their
states. With silver depressed, they could ill afford lower duties
26. Congressional Record, 51st Cong., 1st Sess., 9337.
27. Ibid., 9127.
28. See Teller's remarks on August 4, 1890, in Ibid., 8105; Ellis, Henry Moore
TeUer,193.
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on their other products. To choose between gold and the tariff
required the wisdom of Solomon and the dexterity of David.
". . . 1 do not yield to any member of this body in my devotion to the protective system," Teller declared during the
debates. "1 believe in it. 1 believe it is essential to the prosperity of the American people."29 The long efforts at compromise on the silver question pursued by the westerners is
eloquent testimony to their unwillingness to abandon their
party prinCiples and especially protection except as a last
resort. Their final decision to do so came only after soul
searching that reduced Teller to tears in the Republican national convention in 1896. Their failure in that election was
to prove to many of them that they could not survive outside
the Republican party.
Still the tariff debates went on though party leaders and
business interests pressed for action. Delay was now chargeable to the Democrats. By late July, 1890, Stewart thought.
that the tariff bill would be passed in a month or six weeks. 30
September came and the debates and debators began to run
down. There was a rush to pass the tariff, complete unfinished
business and get home for the pending congressional elections
in November. Stewart spoke not only for his exhausted colleagues but also for an enervated public when he wrote: "Both
houses are tired out, anxious to get away, and nothing can be
done until the tariff bill is disposed of, and then it will be
difficult to keep them together on any other important business."31 The westerners, along with many regular Republicans, had their private doubts about the McKinley tariff, but
faithful to their pledge, they voted for it. "Upon my judgement 1 would never have voted for the McKinley Bill," Teller
later admitted frankly.32 The bill was passed and became law
with Harrison's signature on October 1, 1890. Congress adjourned and the harried legislators departed to explain the
fifty-first Congress to their constituents.
Would the silver men actually have forced the defeat of
29.
30.
31.
32.

Congressional Record, 51st Cong., 1st sess., 8105.
Stewart to F. A. McDermid, July 26, 1890; Stewart Papers.
Stewart to C. C. Goodwin, September 2, 1890; Ibid.
Congressional Record, 54th Cong., 1st Sess., 4561-62.
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the tariff in order to attain silver legislation? The final answer to the question will never be known, for their movements
are shrouded. That they were grimly determined to attain
success for silver was amply evident then and later on; but
that they would have disrupted the party, created a stalemate,
thrown away their party influence, and abandoned the tariff
to which they were as fully committed as the easterners is not
so evident. The hopelessness of passing free coinage legislation after Harrison's stand became clear swung them more
and more to compromise. Their threat was no doubt as potent
as the possibility of their carrying it out, for the party's control of the Senate as well as the tariff hung in the balance.
This, as well as the willingness of many eastern and midwestern Republicans to compromise on a silver purchase plan
led in the end to a solution which, by no means permanent or
even palatable to all westerners, at least delayed the evil day
of reckoning.
The role of the westerners in the great tariff debates of
1890 was that of orthodox protectionists; their adherence to
the doctrine 'l,rns never questioned. The dilemma they'" faced
was a possible choice between silver and the tariff; ultimately
they had parts of both and were permitted to eat a portion
of their cake and have it too. The tariff question, like its silver
counterpart, was by no means dead; half the coming decade
would be consumed by these two issues, and the tariff question was not finally settled until passage of the ultra-protectionist Dingley bill of 1897. But as they made the long journey
home to face their constituents in the fall of 1890, the western
silverites could proclaim their adherence to protection, and
could still, in that sense at least, consider themselves orthodox
Republicans.
[Territorial New Mexico was also interested in tariff
protection for silver. Editor.]

THE GERMAN JEW
AND THE COMMERCIAL REVOLUTION
IN TERRITORIAL NEW MEXICO
1850-1900
By WILLIAM J. PARISH
(concluded)

Actually inter-faith marriages must have been very few
in number. After all, the Jews comprised less than one-half
of one per cent of the population and a much smaller proportion than this could be classifiable in the adult, male, single
stock variety. They were opposed, too, by a formidable number of Indian-Spanish and Spanish-Indian folk classifiable
as maidens and senoritas. It would be embarrassing to all
concerned if we were to assume any significant fusion of
cultures in such an imbalance of the sexes. In a listing of
forty-four marriages involving Jewish merchants, less than
thirty per cent were inter-faith and only sixteen per cent inter-cultural. Among the seventy per cent of intra-faith marriages, more than two-thirds were with native-born girls,
daughters of Jewish merchants-usually from the eastern
part of the United States. (See Table II.)
TABLE II
Birth and Marriage Summary of 44 Male Jewish Merchants
in New Mexico between 1850 and 1900
Place of
Birth

Number

Germany
France
Poland
Russia
U. S.
Unknown
Total
Percent

27
2
2
1
10
2
44
100

Spanish

4

1
5
11

Indian

Heritage of Wife
White
Jewish-born
Gentile
U.S.
Germany Unknown

1

1
2
5

13
2
1
1
4

6

5
11

22
50

7

2

1

8
18

2
5

It was not through mixed marriages that the Jew made
his significant intercultural. influence felt. It was rather
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Locations witn
Jewisn Mercnants
(1850-1900)
New Mexico

• Taos

"

• For' Wingate

Magdalena.

Stiver City'

.'
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through his penchant for seeking out business wherever it
could be found, his ability to create economic opportunities
for large numbers ofthe less fortunately situated people, and
his willingness to assume social and political leadership.
His penchant for seeking business wherever it could be
found is another way of saying that he held a minimum of
cultural inhibitions in dealing with anyone in any walk of
life with methods and terms that showed acute sympathy for
the habits and modes of life of different groups of people.
His ability to create economic opportunities for the less fortunatelysituated served to crack, at least, the cultural barriers
of conditioned minds-barriers that in the long run can never
stand immutable against the probing force of'commerce. His
willingness to assume social and political leadership was part
of his intuitive: fear of social and economic instability which
has cultivated within him over centuries a sensitive social
consciousness.
The fact that wherever there was hope for commerce in
New Mexico, there was most likely to have been a German
Jewish merchant-usually the dominant trader-certainly
holds more significance than merely that of a ubiquitous
business man. The Jewish pueblo trading post; the Jewish
sutler; the Jewish storekeeper in almost every settlement;
the Jewish sedentary merchant of the cities who sat at the
peak of the business hierarchy; the Jewish drummer peddling
his way through every village and town and as often as not
to every ranchhold; in total these businessmen had both social and economic influence f~r beyond their numbers.
The goods he possessed or commanded, and the understand,ing and sympathy that came with his cosmopolitanism,
brought easy entrance to every door. His solid education and
his acuteness in its use made it second nature for him to
exert leadership in family and community problems. Solomon Floersheim, while traveling the countryside in the collection of sheep accounts, became widely known as "Doctor"
because of his commonsense application of a minimum of
medical knowledge. 147 All these merchants were scribes for a
population that was more than half illiterate. ,Any serious
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family problem from sickness to divorce or murder to burial
was as likely as not to produce a call to the man who had
helped them somany times in so many ways before. The dominant position that these merchants held for so many years,
and their direct and rather intimate relationships with all
segments of the economy, suggests the probability of their
more than casual influence on the peaceful mingling of Spanish, Indian, and American cultures.
Although trade has long been recognized as a powerful
force in the mingling and enriching of cultures-who in the
history of the world has a more glorious accomplishment in
this regard than the traveling Jew of the ninth century A.D.
and before ?-one aspect of this phenomenon has seldom been
emphasized. This is the compulsion that expanding trade
brings economies to accept the talents of men with a lessening
of emphasis upon social status-or upon racial, religious, or
cultural differences. Economic lead is a strong force in shortening the social lag. A study of the Charles Ilfeld records has
thrown some teasing lights upon this premise.
During the 'nineties in New Mexico, some concern was
being expressed for the influx of Los Arabes, a Middle-Eastern gypsy-like people who had come to the United States
along with the new waves of immigration from central,
southern, and eastern Europe. With pack on back they
trudged from place to place trading, principally in sheep.
They were centered at first in the Puerto de Luna area where
they came in contact with a number of Charles Ilfeld's partidarios. They were alleged to have had tendencies toward
sharp practices. Max Nordhaus, Ilfeld's brother-in-law and
competent general manager, wrote Hugo Goldenberg asking
the names of the Arabs in that area that he might warn them
not to buy any of Ilfeld's mortgaged sheep.148 A month later
Nordhaus was buying sheep from Los Arabes. 149 His relationship with these people became closer and resulted in his renting to one of the families an Ilfeld storeroom on Bridge Street
in Las Vegas. It is interesting to note that when the Ilfeld
brothers of Albuquerque presented an applicant who sought
to rent these storerooms (presumably because he would be
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TABLE III
A Tabulation of Jewish Merchants in New Mexico (1845-1900)
1845-185049
59

Albuquerque
Alcalde
Amizet
Anton Chico

1

1860~ 1870-

69

79

2

11
1

Deming
Domingo
Dona Ana

Galisteo
Gallup
Georgetown
Grants
Guadalupita

33
2

3

1

1
4

2
1

2
1

2
2

3

1

2
5
1

1
1
8

1
1

1
1
1
4
3
4
1
5
2
3
2

4
2
1
5
2
1
2
1
1

5

1
1

1
6
1

1

6
1

1
3
1
1

2

1
2
1
1

1
3
1
1
1

62
1
2
3

1
1
5

1

Earlham
EI Cuervo
Endee
Fairview
Fort Bascom
Fort Sumner
Fort Union
Fort Wingate

49

3

Bado de Juan Pais
Bell Ranch
Bernalillo
CasaBlanca
Catskill
Cebolleta
Cerrillos
Chamita
Chaperito
Cimarron
Clayton
Cleveland
Costilla
Cubero

Total
1880- 1890-Individuals
89
1900 Involved
'

1
1
1
1

1
2

1
2
4
2
1
1
4
2
1
1
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TABLE III (Continued)
A Tabulation of Jewish Merchants in New Mexico (1845-1900)
Total
1845- 1850- 1860-1870- 1880- 1890-Individuals
59
49
69
79
89
1900 1 Involved

Hillsboro

1

Jemez (Hot) Springs

1

La Belle (Taos)
La Cinta
Laguna
La Luz (Otero)
Lamy
Las Colonias
Las Cruces
Las Vegas
Liberty
Lincoln
Los Alamos (San Miguel)
Las Conchas
Los Lunas
Magdalena
Marguerita (San Miguel)
Mesilla
Mimbres
Mora

2

2

1

3

1
10

1
13
26

1

1

2

3
1
2

1
1

1

1

2

2
1
3
1
1
2
22
82
5
4
1
1
8

3

1
3
35
5
1

7

2
1
6

1
2

3
1
3
1
10

2

1

4

6

1
1

1
1
2
4
1
5

1

Ocate
Pecos
Pena Blanca (Bernalillo)
Penasco
Peralta
Pinos Altos
Puerto de Luna

5

1
3
1
1
1
15
47
1
2
1
1
2

1

1
2

3
1

2

1

'.

2

3

Raton
Red River
Rincon (Dona Ana)
Rio Puerco
Rociada
Roswell

3

7
3

Sabinal (Socorro)
San Antonio

1

1
1
8
2
2

1
8

10
3
1
1
1
12
2
2
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TABLE III (Continued)
A Tabulation of Jewish Merchants in New Mexico (1845-1900)

Total
1845- 1850-- 1860-1870- 1880- 1890- Individuals
49
69
79
1900' Involved
89
59

San Ignacio
San Juan
San Marcial
San Miguel
San Pedro
Santa Fe
Santa Rita
Santa Rosa
Sapello
Silver City
Socorro
Springer
Taos
Tecolote
Tularosa

1

1
2

1
2

1
8

16

32

30

5
28
1

3
33
2

1
11

1
1
1

2

25

Number of centers recorded
each decade

2

7

7

2

.12
3
1

1
3
6

3
1
4

3
5
6

65 147 278

213

514

3
3

1
9

3
4

3
1
1

6

Wagonmound
Watrous
White Oaks
Total-87 centers

10
14
3

1
4
2
1
5
85
1
2
1
16
14

16

33

61

53'

1. By observation, the sample obtained for the 'nineties is not as full
decades.

a9

for earlier

a more orderly and socially desirable occupant-an issue that
had been raised by Meyer Friedman with Nordhaus on an
earlier occasion) ,150 Nordhaus replied that the Arabs had
been tenants for years and "we do not think it advisable to
put them out."151 Many of Los Arabes became steady tenants of New Mexico and the progenitors of several of our
prominent, present-day families.
The economic freedom of the frontier that turned into
social freedom for these people as they proved their worth,
may be seen in another and more exceptional case in which
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Charles Ilfeld unhesitatingly played a part. One of this merchant's confidential agents, who was used as a go-between in
cattle and sheep dealings where price and quality were subjects for bargaining, was Montgomery Bell, a Negro who
seems to have begun his New Mexico days as stable manager
for the Santa Fe Railway's Montezuma Hotel at Las Vegas'
Hot Springs. Ilfeld was building a hotel there about the same
time and perhaps it was then that he became acquainted with
Bell. Montgomery Bell acquired his first capital, evidently,
from the goat business at Lamy in association with the Onderdonck family there, and through cattle and sheep ranching at Los Tanos. He became a lender of small and large sums
of money throughout northeastern New Mexico, bought a
two-story home that is still a landmark off the northwest
corner of the Old Town Plaza in Las Vegas, and retired to
the business of being a capitalist. Charles Ilfeld early recognized the ability of Montgomery Bell, who has been described
by A. T. Rogers as "a man of great probity," and showed no
hesitancy in making clear to all who would do business with
the mercantile firm, Ilfeld's confidence in and respect for this
Negro citizen of New Mexico. 152
Charles Ilfeld and Max Nordhaus were the most successful German Jewish merchants in the Territory, but it is not
likely that they were atypical in their promptness to accept
apilities wherever and in whatever bodily case they could be
found. The nature of Ilfeld's business and the nature of the
man caused him to operate on the broadest economic and
social base. His balancing of imports and exports, each involving a wide variety of goods and opportunities, afforded
him the luxury of shifting his efforts easily from less productive to more productive activities. The result was to encourage social and economic associations that were productive
to people in all walks of life. There was nothing unusual in
the variety of able friends that Charles Ilfeld had gained in
this manner. The same could be said of the Spiegelbergs, the
Staabs, the J affas, and the other Ilfeld brothers.
Ilfeld could command the same loyal response from
Stephen Elkins, Senator from West Virginia and former
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delegate from New Mexico to Congress, as he did from his
trusted agent and friend, Montgomery Bell-most probably
an ex-slave. H. L. Waldo, Solicitor for the Santa Fe Railway,
was a close friend and frequent aid in business matters, but
no closer than Alexander Grzelachowski, the ex-priest, fondly
known throughout the Territory as Padre Polaco, who, like
Montgomery Bell, was often used by Ilfeld as an intermediary
in livestock dealings. There was Thomas Catron who seemed
willing enough to help with national and extra-New Mexico
problems. The prestige of Wilson Waddingham, of Bell
Ranch fame, was useful. The Territorial reputation of Pat
Garrett, killer of Billy the Kid, was of frequent aid to Ilfeld
in business matters in southern New Mexico. There was
Richard Dunn, the Yankee from Maine, who, between personal adventures in alcohol and partnerships, would manage
capably the Ilfeld enterprise while Charles went off to New
York City to the auctions and the opera. Wherever Ilfeld
was, thousands of pounds of his freight were entrusted to respected Spanish-speaking majordomos who, with full responsibility, conducted their cargos across lonely land. This was
in contrast to the corporate railroad employees who worked
by the hour and not by measures of self-accountability. These
and many others represented a great variety of non-Jewish
agents and personalities who extended Ilfeld's normal range
of Jewish-merchant and merchant-banking associations. The
interdependence of all who took part in this institutional system was deeply felt by each participant.
To Charles Ilfeld, the differences between these individuals were factually clear enough but, in the deeper view,
one was as valuable as another. Each possessed singular talents. All these men, as long as they produced responsiblyand this was the sine qua non-were free to pursue economic
opportunities unimpeded by social restrictions. Ilfeld was
typical of the German Jewish merchant who held hegemony
over a mercantile system that gave impetus to these forces.
The influence of the Jewish merchant was great, too,
through his enriching of frontier life. In the urban centers
he was likely to be the leader in social affairs. If he was not
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always the beau of the ball, he often was the most entertaining musician. Of one gathering in Santa Fe, Howard W.
Mitchell, in his 1877 journal, described his pleasures that led
him to comment that "the few worthwhile people in Santa Fe
are nearly all Jews" and that the excellent music had been
furnished chiefly by Jews. 153 Dramatic, literary, and reading
clubs were recipients of the active support of the Jewish merchant. The Territorial newspapers are full of his cultural
contributions and participations.
An economic and social leader could not have avoided the
call of community responsibility and, fortunately, the Jew
was willing to expend his energies in this direction too. The
beautifying of the Old Town Plaza of Las Vegas came as a
result of the driving ·force of Frank Kihlberg with the strong
support of the almost solid square of Jewish merchants facing the oval,154 Some of these merchants, including Charles
Ilfeld, led a temporarily successful campaign to unite the old
and new towns. 155 In Santa Fe it was Zoldac Staab who, with
the principal backing of Jewish merchants, raised the funds
to build the new La Fonda Hotel when the railroad came. 156
Albert Grunsfeld gave the momentum to the founding of the
Commercial Club in Albuqu!ilrque. 157 It was Charles Ilfeld,
through his New York State political connections, who
brought the crucial influence to name Las Vegas as the reunion center for the Rough Riders. It was this merchant, too,
who seems to have made the necessary approaches to bring
Governor Theodore Roosevelt to the first gathering in 1899,158
Political positions, elected and appointed, were held in
rather substantial numbers by the German Jewish merchant.
The first Territorial Auditor,159 as well as an early Territorial
Treasurer 160 and a Secretary 161 were the highest rank although a second generation son, Arthur Seligman, became
governor of the state 162 to duplicate similar achievements
elsewhere of Moses Alexander of Idaho 163 and Simon Bamberger of Utah. 164 Many were members of the Legislature
and a goodly number served as County Commissioners.
Henry Jaffa became the first Mayor of Albuquerque 165 and
he was followed within five years by Michael Mandell. 166
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The advent of the German Jew to New Mexico was singularly fortunate. At the time a near-vacuum of commercial
leadership was being threatened. The excitement that had
accompanied the sporadic departures of caravans from Missouri to plod along the storied Santa Fe Trail into the capricious markets of New and Old Mexico, had calmed to the
humdrum of regular deliveries. The merchant-adventurer,
in the order of things, was choosing to settle down in his older
and more comfortable Eastern haunts. If it had not been for
the German Jew who took the place of this traveling merchant, one can speculate that the commercial revolution
would have moved at a slower pace. Furthermore, one can
be certain that the amalgam of commercial trade would not
have possessed the same adhesiveness in its intercultural
attractions.
There would have been, of course, the German Protestant
who most likely would have assumed commercial leadership
though he still would have come later and in much fewer
numbers than his Jewish countryman. Along with him would
have appeared the Canadian- and the United States-born
merchant, as well as the Irishman who seldom was a merchant. With these individuals we can envisage the establishment of similar large mercantile houses in the more
important urban centers. It is not so easy, however, to assume
that under such leadership the villages and minor towns
would have gained the necessary economic strength to serve
as substantial supporting satellites to the dominant urban
centers. Nor is it easy to picture the peddlers and drummers
tramping the semi-arid land or beating the sparsely spotted
brush for the last !anega of business from provincial Spanish
and Indian settlements. Rather, one is inclined to believe
there wouid have been more commercial contentment with
greater tendency to accept than to ferret out the trade.
It is almost certain there would not have been present in
the same degree the appreciation for and adaptability to the
stark landscape with its dusty and, in some eyes, dirty people.
For instance, the typical traveling merchant of earlier days
would have found sympathy with the recorded thoughts of
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Lt. Henry M. Lazelle as written in his diary in 1857 during
the campaign against the Apaches. In rising one morning and
in throwing open the flaps of his tent to look out on southwestern New Mexico, he thought in marvelled cynicism:
"[this] deformed and wretched fetus of creation. This antedeluvial surface, belonging to an era of a thousand 'ages below
the famous old red sandstone deposits, and which seems but a
half finished work from the mighty hand of Jehovah, thrown
aside in utter disgust at its worthlessness." 167 His comments,
too, concerning the people he had seen throughout New
Mexico were no different than many a judgment of other
visitors. The "indolent worthlessness of their population,
and the cursing idleness and superstition of the whole degraded Mexican, or rather, Spanish-Mexico-Indian-Negro
race-Incapable of further advancement and totally unconscious of their present degraded position." 168
The Englishman, George Frederick Ruxton, in New
Mexico in 1846, gave his impressions of the people of Socorro
as "dirty, mean, lazy, beggardly." 169 Typical, also, of travelers' responses was Mitchell's comment on the little settlement of Tecolote which he described as "shockingly impure"
-"almost purely Mexican." 170 One can not read the diaries
and other firsthand impressions of the early Territorial period of New Mexico without knowing these quotations to be
fairly representative of the views of those who came from a
more ordered western civilization; that is, if we except the
more hopeful outlook of the German Jew.
This immigrant merchant, from Solomon Jacob Spiegelberg on, seized upon this land as a place where the breadth
of his services would find demand; where the very meanness
of the economy would offer opportunity for material services;
where the minority and majority groups could be led in sympathy and not exploited in contempt. This new settler envisaged an expanding economy that should bring freedom of
views and a minimum of revulsion to those whose success
would come in spite of obvious distinguishing characteristics.
This man who had grown to manhood in the expanding industrial economy of Germany and who had seen freedom at-
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tach itself to all as the spreading demand for talents took
hold; who had seen this happen in spite of the racial theories
of Friedrich List, or the anti-Semitic railings of Richard
Wagner l71-found New Mexico a peculiar complex of economic ~nd cultural forces that promised far more than the
merely adventurous or the smug could see.
When the world-wide depression of the 'seventies brought
a definite reaction against the Jews in Germany and elsewhere in Europe, the German Jew in New Mexico was assuming strong leadership. In the difficult 'eighties and
depressive 'nineties when an economic collapse again had hit
the western world, the pogroms against the Jew in Russia
violated all conscience. At the same time the German Jew in
New Mexico was carrying an economy (not entirely alone)
upon his back with the credit he extended and with the faith
he displayed in the native population of the countryside.
Yet the leadership he manifested transcended the commercial success of his undertakings. When Erna Fergusson,
acute interpreter of people and things in Territorial New
Mexico, who is also the granddaughter of the pioneer merchant Franz Huning, was asked who there may have been in
Albuquerque who would have been capable of bringing the
people together in amicable settlement of a threatened Catholic-Protestant quarrel over the education of the community's
children, she quickly answered: "Why, of course, it would
have been Louis Ilfeld."172 If this question, involving any
other serious community problem, had been posed in Santa
Fe, the answer would have evoked the name of Abraham
Staab. In Las Vegas, the names of Marcus Brunswick,
Charles Ilfeld and others would have been close to the tip of
the community tongue. In Roswell, Henry Jaffa, formerly of
Albuquerque, would have stepped forwaord. In Las Cruces it
would have been Henry Lesinsky. And thus would the response have been in town after town, and in village after
village, as the German Jew proved his mettle through the
most valued of all human attributes-a social conscience
buttressed with economic effectiveness.
°
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January 14th, 1960
Dear Dean Parish:

*

*

*

It is suggested in your article that he [Solomon Jacob Spiegelberg]
came to New Mexico with Col. Doniphan's regiment with which he went
on to Chihuahua; that he subsequently returned to Sante Fe [sic] with
the regiment and received an appointment as sutler and "established his
general merchandising firm. The date is generally thought to have been
1848 * * *." The date is what interests me. My knowledge on the subject
is, of course, solely based on what my father told me of his father. My
father was ordinarily a most accurate man and what he told me was
that his father had arrived in Baltimore in 1838 apprenticed to a relative whose name I no longer remember and with whom my grandfather
got along not at all, since in the very year in which he arrived, he set
out by himself peddling his way westward. At this time, according to
my information, my lfrandfather was fourteen years of age, having been
born' in Hanover, Germany in 1824. From 1838 to 1841, grandfather
peddled his way west and in the latter year, arrived in Sante Fe where
he settled down.
This is, of course, seven years earlier than the date mentioned by
you on page 315 and while it is only based on family history, it is my
guess that the earlier date is likely to be more accurate than the later
for a number of reasons which I think may be of interest to you.

;'"
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First, I happen to have my grandfather's citizenship papers. They
were dated March 27, 1852. They state that my grandfather had made
the necessary declarations two years before; had resided in the U. S. for
five years and in the territory at least one year. General Kearny declared New Mexico to be under U. S. Military Government on August 15,
1846, though it was not until September' 9;,1850 that Congress declared
New Mexico to be a territory of the U. S. If Solomon Jacob Spiegelberg
made his declaration of citizenship two years before, it must have been
no later than March 27, 1850 which, was while New Mexico was still
under military government, from which I gather that the territory was
regarded as U. S. property and that when the citizenship papers say
that my grandfather "resided in the U. S. five years," it is referring to
his residence in New Mexico from at least March of 1847.
Standing by itself, this perhaps would not throw much light upon
the subject, but it is also the fact that the family tradition was that
my grandfather was one of the first non-Spanish white men to settle
in New Mexico at the time that it was Mexican, which would go back
before August, 1846.
Finally, it is hard to believe that Solomon Jacob Spiegelberg
achieved the success he did if he opened his first store in 1848 rather
than some time around 1841. I say this because he married in 1856 at the
age of thirty-two, at which time he was already a most successful business man. I say this with confidence because I have portraits of my
grandfather and grandmother painted shortly after their marriage, and
they were done by one of the best known portrait painters of his day in
Germany.
It is also a fact that after his marriage in 1856, except for occasional
trips, my grandfather established his home in New York where all of
his children were born between 1857 and 1868-9.
I recognize that he brought his brothers to this country (the last
and youngest of whom, Willi Spiegelberg, who is mentioned on page
315 and elsewhere, got to Sante Fe in about 1872), but nonetheless, it
seems amazing to me that within a space of eight years, he should have
been as successful as the record apparently indicates he was, and it is
my belief, based as I say only on what I have been told, that his permanent domicile.in New Mexico was from 1841 to 1856 rather than from
1848.
The second matter which came as a great surprise to me was your
sentence on page 315, which I quote:
"The Spiegelberg brothers, Bernard, Elias, Willie, Emanuel,
Levi and Lehman (in addition to Solomon J. Spiegelberg), together with their nephew, Abraham, a New Yorker by birth,
one by one dropped into town to add to the manpower of the
firm."
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I would really 15e delighted to learn the source material for the quoted
sentence for two reasons. As far as I know, and I don't say that my information is necessarily conclusive, Solomon J. had only four brothers,
all of them known to me, named Emanuel, Levi, Lehman and Willi, and
all of whom at one time or another got to Sante Fe. Where did you find
Bernard and Elias? I don't for a moment say that they may not have
existed, but I can honestly say that if there were such Spiegelbergs,
they were greatuncles of mine and in the last sixty-two years that I
have been about, I have never heard of their existence.
Equally puzzling to me is your reference to Abraham, a nephew
born in New York. I have heard about him but only when I got to
Sante Fe in 1955 when I learned that he had died only a few years before, having been quite well known in that city. I would be delighted
to learn if you know who his father was because I don't know, even
though I should, never having heard of him until five years ago.
I mention these things only because I have always wanted to know
more about my grandfather's activities in New Mexico and you have
done a great deal to fill that gap. In addition, I cannot close this letter
without saying that I have never read any article, the approach of
which is more friendly to the efforts of the Jews in early New Mexico
and it is obvious that you have a warm and friendly feeling for these
worthy people in addition to a scientific approach.
. I trust that you will accept this letter in the wholly friendly spirit
in which it is written-and if possible, though a little late, answer my
questions which were triggered by your fascinating article.
Yours sincerely,
George A. Spiegelberg
GAS:lek
Feb. 7,1960
Dear Mr. Spiegelberg:

*

*

*

First off, I am delighted that you took the time to write so fully
on information you possessed that would not have been available to me.
The unfortunate part of my research on the early German Jew in New
Mexico is the extent to which I have been forced to rely on secondary
sources. Many errors may well show themselves in time. This is the
reason I am pleased that my good friend, Frank Reeve, editor of the
HISTORICAL REVIEW wanted to reprint my article with footnotes. The
extent of secondary sources will be apparent and specific facts may not
be taken as the final word. The tone of the work, however, grew out of
many thousands of letters I was privileged to read in the Charles Ilfeld
Company records which served to check many of the references on German Jews I found elsewhere. These records, however, did not begin until
1865.
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I found the name of your grandfather written both as Jacob Solomon and Solomon Jacob. Because he was always known as Jacob, and
because my information on him was sketchy anyway I did not try to
run down details. It was thoughtless, indeed, that I did not write to you.
r am most grateful that you have corrected this error and I shall see if
the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW will print much of your letter as
an appendix to the remainder of my article in its next issue.
Your reasoning on your grandfather's tenure in New Mexico corroborates some of my own. I was unable to find proof that he established
himself prior to 1848 or that he had been in New Mexico before Col.
Doniphan's regiment arrived. I have a suspicion he had traded on the
Santa Fe Trail before this at least to the extent to have been familiar
with this part of the country. Yet I do not know. His name never appears in any of the caravans that have been pored over so often.
Most of the successfu~ German Jews in New Mexico gained economic independence soon after arrival. Although I, too, believe your
grandfather had opened his store before 1848-1 doubt seriously more
than a year or two before-he could well have accomplished all you
credit him with by 1856. The Staabs, Seligmans, Beuthners, Gusdorfs
and Ilfelds also rose rapidly. Charles Ilfeld came almost penniless in
1865 and by 1874 had bought out his partner, Adolph Letcher, and had
returned to Germany to visit his future wife whom he married in this
country. It may have been somewhat more difficult for your grandfather
to gain a foothold in the 'forties and early 'fifties but he also had some
advantages in having less competition.
. . . I can not say with finality that you have put your finger on
another error but I am almost willing to say this is so. My notes do not
shed light on a Bernard Spiegelberg. I have one other source to check
but I strongly suspect that this name crept in and stayed there only
because I was too familiar with that first name and so many other
German Jewish 'families in New Mexico had it. There was Bernard
Seligman and Bernard Ilfeld in particular. I am very embarrassed but
most grateful to you.
Elias Spiegelberg was accidentally killed in Santa Fe on January
16,1879 according to Will Keleher in his book "Violence in New Mexico."
Abraham Spiegelberg has, on occasion, been referred to as another
brother but apparently this is not true. In Vol. 39 of EL PALACIO, a
correction to the article in Vol. 38, cited has this to say: "father of Abe
was cousin of five brothers" Spiegelberg. The earlier article had said:
"Solomon Spiegelberg and his son 'Abe' arrived Santa Fe 1840's and
established merchandising business." I am wr"iting these from sketchy
notes and perhaps the quotes are not verbatim.

*

,

*

*

If you have no objection r would like to ask the HISTORICAL REVIEW
to read your letter and print all or parts as that magazine wishes. r
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regret deeply that I did not think to write to you when I was so pressed
for bits of information on the early history of these pioneer families.
Very sincerely yours,
Wm. J. Parish
February 16th, 1960
Dear Dean Parish:
Thank you for your letter of February 7th in answer to mine of
January 14th. Near the end of your letter, you asked permission to
print all or a part of my letter to you of January 14th and you, of course,
have that permission.
You say in your letter that you suspect that my grandfather had
traded on the Santa Fe trail before establishing his store in Santa Fe
and though I did not mention the fact in my prior letter, it is part of
our family history that he did operate a caravan route between Santa Fe
and Albuquerque, though so far as my information goes, there is no
indication whether he did this before, with, or after the establishment
of his store in Santa Fe.
I believe that t sent you some time shortly after I met you in Santa
Fe, an enlarged copy of the advertisement of his store in the form of a
hand bill dated July 4th, 1851.
The statement in your letter of February 7th that an Elias Spiegelberg was killed in Santa Fe on January 16, 1879 I also find interesting.
I would most seriously doubt if he could have been one of the original
brothers since it is most unlikely that had he been, that I would never
have heard of his death since it surely would not have been a matter
likely to have been overlooked by the survivors in the family and I feel
quite sure would have been reported to me by one of them since it is
supposed to have occurred only eighteen years before I was born and at
a time when my grandfather and his four brothers were all alive.
With personal regards,
Yours Sincerely,
George A. Spiegelberg
GAS:lek
March 2, 1960
Prof. Frank D. Reeve, Editor

*

*

*

Dear Sir:
Volume 35, No.1 of the REVIEW contains an article on "The German
Jew" in which I question the following statements:
Page 14, last paragraph, lists "the Lohmanns," identified in footnote 101 as Martin and Oscar of Las Cruces, among the Jews of New
Mexico. I am quite certain that this statement is in error. My family
never referred to the Lohmans as Jews and Mrs. Fred Lohman, still
living here at 96 years of age, concurs. So far as I know, their name was
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always spelled with one "n" and Lohman Avenue in Las Cruces is so
spelled.
In the preceding paragraph on page 14, the writer omits mention
of the first of my family to come to New Mexico: Julius Freudenthal,
who settled fi.rst in Belen for reasons unknown to me, about 1840. I
understand that there was a deed on record in Belen. Pierce Rodey informed me of the existence of such a deed, but a search I made at Los
Lunas revealed that the earliest deed book (prior to No.1) had been misplaced or lost.
The implication that Henry Lesinsky was the first of my family to
come to Las Cruces is correct. The date of his arrival is about 1854.
My father, Phoebus Freudenthal, came here as a boy of 13 in 1869. But
I believe the article is incorrect in stating that Isador E. Solomon * went
from Las Cruces to found SolomonviIle. Actually, he went from Las
Cruces to Clifton to work for his relatives who had started copper mining in Arizona. Later, he was sent out to locate a supply of mesquite
from which to make coke for the company's smelting operations. He
located the needed mesquite at Pueblo Viejo on the Gila River, and it is
this community that is now called Solomonville.
Your article makes no mention of Adolph Jacoby, brother-in-law of
my father, who first founded a business in Paraje, now called Colorado,
Dona Ana County, N. Mex. Adolph Jacoby later bought my father's
store in Las Cruces when my father finally left New Mexico in 1890
to _go to Solomonville where he founded the Solomon Commercial
Company.
Very truly yours,
L. E. Freudenthal
* Ref: History of the Clifton-Morency Mining District by James Colquhoun (privately printed).
March 8, 1960
Dear Mr. Freudenthal:
, Your letter to Professor Reeve is very much appreciated. I am
particularly embarrassed by my failure to catch the misspelling of
Lohman when I read the proof. This is one of those errors that are
inexcusable. My own notes show one "n."
Regarding the reference to Jewish extraction. I regret that I did
not know how easily this might have been checked. This was the only
name used for which I held any doubt but this was dispelled by the fact
that there are Jewish families named "Lohman" and that the prominent
Jewish family names "Frohman" and "Lehman" are similar. Also the
Lohmans referred to had followed so closely the pattern of the early
Jewish settlers in St. Louis and Las Cruces-even to the meat market
-that I did not check as I should have done. Please extend my explanation to Mrs. Fred Lohman and express my apology for this mistake.
I had not noted the name Julius Freudenthal-American Jewish
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Archives (Jan. 1954, p. 63) records a father of Sam Freudenthal without mentioning his name. The elder Freudenthal left Germany in 1848
and Sam, who was born in Sag Harbor R2, came to New Mexico in 1878.
Was Julius an uncle or relative of Sam?
"Isador Solomon (who) went on from Las Cruces to found Sol6monville, Arizona" was not meant to indicate this was the name of the
original town although such an interpretation might be made from the
wording. Again the American Jewish Archives (Jan. 1954, p. 63) describes the earlier town of Pueblo Viejo taken from a biography of
Isadore Elkan Solomon by his grandson A. I. Ramenofsky (1949).
Your reference to Adolph Jacoby is good to know. I had no reference to him.
Such a study as I have made runs the risk of many oversights and
mistakes of fact. Except for the Ilfeld records, secondary sources must
be relied upon. It is, therefore, most gratifying to have informed persons
send in addenda and corrections. Thank you very much.
Sincerely
Wm. J. Parish
Dean
WJP/ic
2718 Morrow Rd., NE.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
January 29, 1958
Dr. Jacob R. Marcus, Director
American Jewish Archives
3101 Clifton Avenue
Cincinnati 20, Ohio
Dear Mr. Marcus:
I met with Rabbi Shor of Temple Albert, here in Albuquerque and
Abraham Shinedling relative to sending some old papers to your organization for review. In the course of conversation your October 1956 issue
of the American Jewish Archives (Vol. VIII, No.2) was shown to me.'
Page 82 and 83 reference is made to two of my Uncles, Nathan Bibo
and Solomon Bibo. Sorry to advise you that information therein on
Page 83 is incorrect. Solomon Bibo was a brother of Nathan Bibo, not
his son.
Rabbi Fireman (spelling?) of EI Paso was working recently on
the Bibo family's early history here in New Mexico, and I sent him some
information. Among other matters I asked that he not publish his final
report without giving me a chance to check some of the information' he
had received from the National Archives in Washington. I have been in
the Archives in Washington doing work for the Acoma Tribe of Indians
and saw the file there and examined same carefully, which relates to the
Investigation on the Grazing Lease my Uncle had with the Acoma
Indians. I have the original copy of that lease and know quite a bit
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about the facts relating to complaints against my uncle, so. unless all
issues are properly explained, the entire matter would reflect against
my family. I would like to review information sent you
'
very truly,
Arthur Bibo
Mr. Louis Rittenberg,
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia,
920 Riverside Drive
New York, New York.
Dear Mr. Rittenberg:
I trust I have your name spelled correctly as it was given to me in
not too legible writing.
Your Encyclopedia UJE Vol. 8 was shown to me the other day at
Temple Albert, by Rabbi David Shor, and on page 179 column 2 is some
information about my family, Bibo Family. I found numerous errors
and thot I would call your attention to same. Simon Bibo was married to a Spanish woman from San Mateo, New Mexico by the name of
Ramona Candelaria. Solomon Bibo was married to a member of the
Acoma Tribe of Indians, her name was Juana Valle. Solomon became
Governor of this Acoma Tribe in 1885 and 1886. This will correct the
error you have in the book. Should you care for additional information
on these early settlers, there were seven brothers and three sisters who
came here from Germany starting in 1869-1 will be glad to give same
to you.
very truly,
Arthur Bibo
ERRATA

Vol. 35, Jan. 1960, No.1
p. 10 "Jacob Solomon Spiegelberg" should read "Solomon Jacob Spiegelberg." Letter, George A. Spiegelberg, New York City, Jan. 14,
1960.
p. 11 There was no known brother named Bernard Spiegelberg. Mrs.
Willi Spiegelberg furnished the information that two brothers and
three sisters remained in Germany. Hester Jones, op. cit., Note 45.
p. 14 "Lohmanns" should read "Lohman."
p. 23 The marriages of Solomon and Simon Bibo, as reported in the
Jewish Encyclopedia and repeated here, should have been reversed.
. "Simon Bibo was married to a Spanish woman from San Mateo,
New Mexico by the name of Ramona Candelaria. Solomon Bibo
was married to a member of the Acoma tribe of Indians, her name
was Juana Valle. Solomon became Governor of this Acoma tribe
in 1885 and 1886." Letter from Arthur Bibo to Mr. Louis Rittenberg, Jan. 29, 1958. Interview, Arthur Bibo, Albuquerque, Feb. 23,
1960.

Book Reviews
The Hispanization of the Philippines: Spanish Aims and
Filipino Responses, 1565-1700. By John Leddy Phelan.
Madison, The University of Wisconsin Press, 1959.
Pp. xi; 218. Illustrations. $4.00.
In the Hispanization of the Philippines the author presents a case study of the conflicts and fusion of cultures in a
fringe area. His book provides an excellent illustration of the
successes and failures of Spanish colonial policy in its application to specific lqcal conditions. The dual motive which
inspired the Spanish conquerors-the desire for both spiritual and worldly profit--ereated problems never completely
solved in any part of Spain's empire overseas, .but it is to her
credit that the struggle to achieve an equitable compromise
between economic and religious incentives continued.
By 1565 the Spanish authorities, with decades of colonial
experience behind them, were in a mood to learn from earlier
mistakes. Under the influence of the Dominican theory of'
conquest by pacific means, they hoped to avoid the excesses
which had hitherto characterized their initial impact with the
native races. In this the Philippine enterprise was partially
successful, but the old problem of satisfying the economic
needs of the conquerors without injustice to the conquered
remained. As Mr. Phelan points out, there was a great gulf
between protective legislation emanating from Spain and the
possibility of enforcing it in so remote a possession under
local conditions of which the lawmakers were insufficiently
cognizant. This stumbling block existed throughout the empire, but one of the advantages of regional studies is the
opportunity to analyze governmental theory and practice
within a more circumscribed framework and so help to illuminate the general problems of Spanish colonial social
history. Regional historians should not proceed as if their
area were isolated on an island in space and time. Neither
should they make facile assumptions on the basis of general
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theories of colonial administration and fail to take into
account the inevitable modifications in practice under the
pressure of circumstances. Mr. Phelan's ethno-historical approach avoids these pitfalls and his work has wider implications than the title may suggest. Students of Southwestern
history will find some interesting parallels in the problems
and behavior of the ruling Spanish minority in their attempts
to impose their way of life in a physical and cultural environment totally different from the one they found in New
Mexico. It would be hazardous to make too much of such
comparisons, but, perhaps because both areas were on the
very fringes of Christendom, the process of acculturation
followed similar lines in many respects. Moreover, when both
disappointed the Spanish dream of gold and glory, the proselytizing motive was strong enough for them to be maintained at heavy expense to the- Crown; their strategic
importance as a curb to the ambitions of other empire builderswas alater development.
Mr. Phelan writes unpretentiously and well, with due
respect for his source of material and its limitations. In addition to several illustrations from sixteenth and seventeenth
century works, there is a short glossary, an appendix with
maps showing the centers of missionary activity, a bibliographical essay and list of sources, and a useful index.
University of New Mexico

ELEANOR B. ADAMS

Prudent Soldier, a Biography of Major General E. R. S.
Canby, 1817-1873. By Max L. Heyman Jr. Glendale, California: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1959. Pp. xv, 418.
Notes, bibliographical note, maps, index.
This handsome if pedestrian biography of Edward Richard Sprigg Canby, graced by fine laid-paper and all the other
qualitative features which for long have been associated with
the Clark editions, presents the life of the "prudent" Union
soldier who commanded the Department of New Mexico
when Sibley's Confederate force invaded the territory in
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1862. As a whole, however, Canby was more outstanding as
a military administrator than as a field commander, and even
the fifty-page chapter on his career in New Mexico is largely
concerned with Canby's promulgation of martial law and
other problems of administration. It was the general's claim
to fame as an honest, efficient administrator that the biographer stresses as the central theme in his study. The reader
who reads this "life" objectively may also conclude, perhaps
regretfully, that Canby was an archetype of the punctilious,
unimaginative military bureaucrat who still inhabits the recesses of the Pentagon or manfully puzzles-out orders at some
far-fiung base.
After graduation from West Point in 1839 (Canby was
thirtieth in a class of thirty-one), there were routine assignments in the early 1840's: duty at regimental headquarters
in Florida and patrols against the Seminoles, garrison duty
on the Canadian border, a recruiting detail in Buffalo, then
the Mexican War. With Scott's army in Mexico, Canby received citations "for active and zealous performance of his
duties," and as a brevet Major began his career as a military
staff officer. During the next decade he was in California on
service with the Adjutant General's office, or travelling elsewhere from post to post on inspection tours. Promoted to
Lieutenant Colonel, and as second in command, he marched
with the Tenth Infantry in the Utah Expedition. In August,
1859, he took over the command of Fort Bridger; a year later
he lead his unsuccessful expedition against the Navajos in
New Mexico Territory, and on June 11, 1861, became commander of the Union forces in the New Mexico Department.
The discussion of military operations in New Mexico during the Civil War in this biography contains less than is to be
found in the studies by Kerby, Colton or Keleher, but this is
understandable since Heyman's stress is upon Canby's administrative career. He accepts Canby's own interpretation
of the Valverde battle-that the misbehavior of the "green"
New Mexico troops caused the federal defeat there, and
agrees with the usual appraisal that Canby not only saved his
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forces after the battle but executed a strategic defense plan
of his own which adequately contained the Confederate advance into the territory. This strategy included Canby's call
upon the Governor of Colorado Territory for troops, the destruction of supplies in the Rio Grande towns (a modified
"scorched earth policy"), the movement from north and
south upon the Confederate troops with Albuquerque as the
point of convergence, and the pressure applied to Sibley's
force at Peralta which resulted in their disastrous retreat
from New Mexico. Several important questions on Canby's
generalship are not discussed. For example, was Canby motivated by any subjective attitudes in his failure to press the
retreating troops of his brother-in-law (Sibley) after the
Peralta skirmish? As a military administrator in the Department of New Mexico during the early years of the Civil War
Canby exerted unusual efforts to raise funds, provide supplies, and keep order (he invoked martial law) , but like many
another official he underestimated the citizens of Spanish
descent in the region.
When the New Mexican campaign of 1862 was over,
Canby was called to duty in the Adjutant General's Office in
Washington where he continued to ingratiate himself into the
favor of such martinets as General-in-Chief Halleck and the
Secretary of War, Edwin M. Stanton. He carried out several
assignments, such as a command in New York City in connection with the draft riots, and then, elevated to the rank of
Major General of Volunteers, he became commander of the
Military Division of West Mississippi after the Banks Red
River Expedition fiasco of 1864. In Louisiana, Canby concen- .
trated the troops in defensible positions, sent a force under
General Gordon Granger to assist Farragut against the forts
which guarded Mobile Bay, and, after much delay, finally
moved into Mobile on April 12, 1865. In administering his Division, Canby attempted to enforce trade regulations and
dealt with the "unionists" of Louisiana who were attempting
to reorganize State government there. Both in the Gulf area
during the war and as a department commander after the war
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in Texas, the Carolinas, and Virginia, Canby was a devoted
executor of others' policies. He was upright, discreet yet firm,
and totally lacking in obstreperous initiative which might
prove to be embarrassing to his superiors. Without the Dantonian fury of most Radicals in that e~a, he was nonetheless
able to run with the Radical pack. If he was not "the great
reconstructor" that the New York Tribune called him, he
stood up staunchly against the passive resistance with which
the conservative southern whites met his literal enforcement
of the reconstruction statutes.
His many abilities notwithi;tanding-in spite of his mastery of military orders, reports, correspondence, and records,
his disciplinary excellence, and his level-headed judgmentCanby was not a great general in the field. His personal bravery and devotion to duty were unquestioned; but he lacked
the imagination and dynamic resiliency which make commanders great. He was never able to override obstacles presented by the conditions of battle; he never seized upon
forlorn hopes and turned them into golden opportunities. At
the Battle of Cerro Gordo he was confused in the ·chaparral
and, panting from exhaustion, reached the crest of EI Telegrafo after the fighting was over. In his expedition against
the Navajos he found that the rough country made pursuit
impracticable. The "condition" of his troops made it inadvisable to strike the Confederates again after Peralta. Torrential rainfall was responsible for his failure to push ahead
more rapidly in the action against Mobile. Even in the melodramatic finale of his career in the lava beds, he met his death
while caught between the intransigent will of Captain Jack
of the Modocs and his rigid orders from Washington.
There is evidence of hard work in this volume. The author
combed the army's command papers and the Adjutant General's files in the National Archives; he examined manuscript
collections in the Library of Congress and elsewhere, also
West Point records, the volumes of the Official Records of the
Union and Confederate Armies, and many other printed
sources. It is an odd inaccuracy that after using the Nathaniel
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Prentiss Banks manuscripts in the Essex Institute library,
the "fighting politician's" middle name should appear as
Preston.
University of New Mexico

GEORGE WINSTON SMITH

The Civil War in the Western Territories: Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico, and Utah. By Ray C. Colton. Norman: The
University of Oklahoma Press, 1959. Pp. ix, 230. $5.00.
Mr. Colton has set out to prove a thesis dear to the hearts
of true Southwesterners': that there was a Civil War west
of the Mississippi as well as east of it. He proposes to redress
the historian's neglect of the vast western stage of that conflict by giving us a factual blow-by-blow account of the military movement of Confederate and Union armies in the four
territories of Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah
during the war years. He is also interested in the effects of
these campaigns upon Indian affairs and political developments within each territory. The narrative is accompanied by
useful, simplified maps of the various battles and marches,
and by pictures of the leading military and political figures
of the Southwest.
In seeking out the motives for Confederate interest in
the Mountain West, the author feels that the vague Southern
dreams of a corridor to the Pacific and the creation of a sympathetic southwestern confederacy coincided with the very
practical needs for military supplies stored in western forts,
the gold and silver to be had from Colorado and Arizona
mines, and the support of Indian an'ies in the war against
the Union. But Mr. Colton's real interest-and the central
focus of the book-is the exciting military campaign which
began with Colonel Baylor's and General Sibley's invasions
of New Mexico in 1861 and 1862, and ended with the unexpected defeat of the cocky Confederates at Glorieta Pass. He
calls this complex and uncertain battle, in which both sides
cautiously claimed a victory, the "Gettysburg of the West."
And as in so many other Civil War histories the Confederate
side of the campaign (incorrectly described on the dust
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jacket as the "campaign up the Colorado River") comes more
alive and seems more heroic and tragic than the Northern
efforts to contain the irrepressible Texan invaders. The northern preparations at Fort Union are given in some detail, however, and the actual battle at Glorieta is impartially viewed
from both sides.
This reviewer is in agreement with Mr. Colton's general
thesis that the West's role in the Civil War needs more attention. He also appreciated reading a clear and factual narrative of the detailed troop movements, skirmishes, and battles
along the Rio Grande, and the precise chronicle of General
Carleton's occupation of Confederate Arizona. Nevertheless,
he was sorely troubled by the author's extreme reluctance to
go beyond-either in fact or by interpretation-the standard
printed accounts in Hollister, Whitford, and Keleher, and
by a too steady reliance on the venerable but by now somewhat outdated Bancroft. One leaves the military chapters of
this book still wondering why Major Isaac Lynde made the
disastrous decision to abandon Fort Fillmore; or whetl).er
General Sibley was drunk and fear-ridden at Valverde; or
why General Canby was so suspiciously cautious when Union
victories seemed so easily within his grasp; and finally,
whether it was Chivington or Captain William H. Lewis who
deserved the most credit for the outcome at Glorieta Pass.
Perhaps these are unanswerable questions, but the reader is
left feeling that the author did not get "inside" of his chief
protagonists. Similarly, the role of Chivington in the Sand
Creek Massacre and the consequences of this affair are
treated so guardedly that the uninitiated reader might never
guess that this sorry affair started a general Indian war,
unseated a governor, split Colorado politics,and held up
Colorado statehood for a dozen years.
The author concludes with a summary of Indian troubles
and political developments within the four territories. While
he dramatizes rather successfully the significance and scope
of the Indian troubles by running a horrifying statistical
commentary on the number of settlers killed and wounded
and the scores of skirmishes and battles which took place, he
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tells the political story so briefly that nearly all of the excitement and complexity surrounding territorial politics-particularly in New Mexico and Colorado-are missed. What Mr.
Colton has done is to present us with neither a definitive
scholarly work nor a popularized romantic account. Nor do
I believe that either of these was his aim. His book might
best be called a "brief introduction" to the Civil War in the
western territories for those who, like himself, have become
interested in the Southwest through years of study and
travel. If such an introduction is intended to whet the appetite for a fuller history of this little known side of the Civil
War, then he has succeeded in doing just that.
Yale University

HOWARD

R.

LAMAR

The Fighting Parson: The Biography of Colonel John M.
Chivington. By Reginald S. Craig. Los Angeles: Westernlore Press, 1959. Pp. xv, 284. $7.50.
John M. Chivington did not earn the sobriquet "The
Fighting Parson," as one might surmise, engaging Confederate invaders in New Mexico. Instead he won that title
battling for the Lord in border Kansas during its "bleeding"
time. Nevertheless, he upheld his reputation as a fighter at
Apache Canon and Glorieta Pass in March, 1862, only to
have it spoiled at Sand Creek two years later.
Colonel Reginald S. Craig, lawyer-soldier, has prepared a
lucid, easily read account of this Methodist minister from
Ohio, whose assignments in Illinois, Missouri, and Nebraska
eventually brought him to Denver as presiding elder of the
Rocky Mountain District just before the outbreak of the War
between the States.
Chivington's part, as major and then colonel of the First
Colorado Volunteers, in helping to repulse the Confederate
invasion of New Mexico is well known to aficionados of New
Mexican history, and the author presents nothing new for
them on this subject. If anything, as a biographer, he fails
his hero, recapitulating the entire campaign rather than
centering his attention upon Chivington's role in it. More-
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over, the lack of a tactical map of the Apache Canon and
Glorieta Pass engagements handicaps the reader somewhat;
while the research on that phase of the tale makes this part
the weaker of the two main sections of the book.
It is in his defense of Chivington's actions in the Sand
Creek Affair that Craig really shines, for it was to this end
that the work was primarily written. Had Chivington had
Craig as his advocate during the hearings which followed
that event, he would probably have a better reputation than
he currently has.
The author, somewhat unfairly, blames the Indian for all
the troubles that led to the so-called massacre. He reveals
an alliance of sorts among the Plains Indians and points out
that the Indians at Sand Creek were not the ones with whom
any purported truce had been made, and that they were by
no means unarmed and helpless when attacked by Chivington's forces. A pitched battle which lasted all day ensued and
the killing of women and children together with the alleged
atrocities committed by Chivington's men was not nearly as
extensive as contended, nor was it within Chivington's power
to prevent entirely such incidents from occurring.
It is Craig's thesis that the Sand Creek Affair was used
by the anti-state forces of Colorado to defeat the move for
its admission into the Union; that this was abetted by the
enmity of Colonel E. W. Wynkoop and the jealousy of S. F.
Tappen, formerly lieutenant colonel of the First Colorado
Volunteers, who presided over the court of inquiry (Chivington was never court martialed) .
After a careful examination of the testimony, the author
shows rather conclusively that the preponderance of evidence
is against Sand Creek being termed a massacre; that Grinnell
and other historians have given credence to statements of
prejudiced parties, overlooking their motives and the counterstatements of more reliable witnesses; and that Chivington's conduct, before, during, and after the assault, was
correct.
Craig includes a superfluous chapter on the final quelling
of the Cheyenne, in which Chivington had no part, and con-
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eludes the Chivington story with a recital of how, after being
ostracized by church and country, he was accepted and honored again by most of his Denver neighbors.
Now, in this seventeenth in the "Great West and Indian"
series of the Westernlore Press, Colonel Craig will undoubtedly succeed in vindicating Chivington in the eyes of the
nation as well.
Los Angeles Valley College

MAX

L. HEYMAN, JR.

Army Exploration in the American West, 1803-1863. By William H. Goetzmann. New Haven: Yale University Press,
1959. Pp. xx, 509. Illustrations, maps, bibliography and
index. $6.50.
Although the terminal dates given in the title of this new
book on western exploration indicate a span of six decades
it is, in the main, devoted to the life of the United States
Army Corps of Topographical Engineers, 1838-1863. In the
Army Reorganization Act of 1838, the Topographical Engineers were accorded a status equal to the regular Corps of
Engineers and were placed under the direct supervision of
the Secretary of War. From then until March of 1863, when
the organization was legislated out of existence, its men and
officers charted the American West earlier discovered by the
mountain men. Their work was much the same as that of the
"Pathfinder," Fremont, in that frequently they covered a terrain that was by no means terra incognita. If the men of the
Corps were not discoverers, they were chroniclers, and what
they left behind was fact, not folklore. Here was their great
contribution.
In an early and important chapter, the author describes
the work of John C. Fremont, whom he calls the "most famous of all the Topographical Engineers." The Southwest
next comes under close scrutiny in a chapter entitled "The
Mexican War Reconnaissance." Here the reader again encounters Fremont, and along with him some of the other
"names" of the Corps, such as Lieutenant James W. Abert
(son of J. J. Abert, head of the Corps) and Lieutenant Wil-
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liam H. Emory, whose reports would be widely read. Out of
the war came the first large-scale assignment of the Topographical Engineers, the Mexican boundary survey, and a
three-volume report compiled by Emory. Following the
boundary survey chapter, Professor Goetzmann offers one
entitled "Exploring the New Domain, 1838~1853," in which
he discusses the efforts of the Corps to locate suitable travel
routes across the recently acquired empire. A natural outcome of this examination was an interest in possible railroad routes, and this question is the subject for another well
done chapter. The concluding section of the volume is devoted
to the wagon road program (so well treated in Professor W.
Turrentine Jackson's earlier study, Wagon Roads West), the
Mormon War of 1857, and troubles with the Sioux during the
Fifties.
Except for a few minor points, readers will find little to
criticize in this study. It is well written; in some sections
quite excitingly so, and the over-all result is more than satisfactory. In a place or two there are sentences subject to misinterpretation. For example, in referring to the DunbarHunter expedition of 1804 (p. 34), the author states that
Thomas Jefferson was anxious to learn more about the western boundary of Louisiana and he "determined to send an
exploring expedition up the Red River, which ran toward the
West." The source of the river lies to the West; it runs east
and then southeast. Or, in referring to Jedediah Smith's
travels in 1829 (p. 51), he speaks of Smith as having "penetrated as far north as the present Canadian border before
joining his partner, David Jackson, somewhere north of
Flathead Lake in what is now northern Idaho." If he means
that Flathead Lake is in present Idaho, there will be strong
objections from Montanans. Smith and Jackson could meet
west, or even northwest, of Flathead Lake and still be in
present Idaho, but·not north. In another instance (p. 37),
he refers to one of the explorers "floating first up the Missouri River." To have done so would have been to defy the
laws of gravity..
Mention must be made of the fine maps, so often missing
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in works of this kind. In addition to smaller reproductions
of numerous maps by the explorers, there are fourteen well
executed maps distributed throughout the text in appropriate
locations. Then, as a real dividend, there is a back-cover envelope filled with large reproductions of maps by G. K. Warren,
J. C. Fremont, and F. W. von Egloffstein. Such an inclusion
speaks well for the publisher, most of whose colleagues ruthlessly ignore such necessities on the grounds of economy at a
time of rising costs. Along that line, it should be remarked
that the entire design of the book is one of excellent taste
carried out in every detail. The reviewer runs no risk in predicting that the book at once will go down as a "standard"
in the field of western history.
University of Colorado

ROBERT G. ATHEARN

The Spanish Element in Texas Water Law. By Betty Eakle
Dobkins. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1959. Pp.
xiii, 190. Illustrations, Maps, Index. $5.00.
Texas, with its rapidly expanding population, industrialization, and agriculture, is faced with an acute water problem. Since Texas' demand for water is ever increasing and
the state's water supply is limited, it is obvious that llll effective conservation and equitable distribution program will
soon be necessary. Industrial and municipal water demands
have greatly accelerated within the past few decades, but
irrigation is the water glutton of the state. It accounts for
approximately 85 percent of the state's total water consumption. One of the major facets of this water problem in the
sub-humid areas of the state is the right to appropriate the
surface waters from the perennial streams which cross these
arid regions.
One of the fastest growing agricultural areas in the
United States is the lower Rio Grande Valley. By 1950 irrigated farms covered most of the four counties located in the
southern tip of Texas. Between 1939 and 1950 the acreage
under irrigation in the lower Rio Grande Valley had more
than doubled, for it was during this period that approxi-
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mately 364,000 additional acres of arid land were opened to
cultivation by irrigation. As a result of the recent Texas
drought, it is evident that the region already has under irrigation the maximum number of acres which the Rio Grande
River can sustain under present conditions. The Falcon Dam
will furnish a limited water reserve for lands now under
cultivation during periods of drought, but it will not support
any further expansion of cultivation. There is approximately
one million additional acres of land in the area which could
be placed under cultivation if an adequate supply of water for
irrigation could be obtained. Much of this additional acreage
is covered by recognized Spanish Land Grants, which are
fully protected under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
In order to protect the investments and correlative rights
of all the inhabitants of the lower Rio Grande Valley, an
equitable program for the equitable distribution of the existing water supply is necessary. Texas has adopted the Common-Law doctrine of riparian rights, which provides that
every proprietor has a natural right to use the water which
flows in a stream adjacent to this land for irrigation purposes. If the courts continue to follow the riparian rights
rule, all undeveloped tracts abutting the river in the lower
Rio Grande Valley could eventually be opened for cultivation.
If this happened there obviously would not be sufficient surface water available to irrigate all the valley lands, and the
tracts located down river would be deprived of the water
which their owners had previously appropriated.
In 1956 the State of Texas took the initiative, in an effort
to solve the lower Rio Grande Valley water dilemma, by instituting suit against the Hidalgo County Water Control and
Improvement District No. 18. At the time of the institution of
the suit, Texas was in the deathly grip of a seven year
drought and the waters behind the Falcon Dam were rapidly
being depleted. Texas asked the Court to grant it authority
to regulate the distribution of the water of the Rio Grande.
The litigation involved the conflict between rights of the
riparian proprietors and prior appropriators and the right
of the State to regulate water in the interest of the public
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welfare. In an effort to separate the question of what water
rights appertained to Spanish Land Grants from the main
issues involved in the case, the court severed the cross action
filed by the Valmont Plantations from the main suit.
District Judge W. R. Blalock handed down the decision in
the case State of Texas et al. vs Valmont Plantations et al.
in May, 1959. The court held that "when the Government of
Spain made the original grants of land in question in this
case, that such grants did not, as an appurtenance thereto,
carry with them a right of irrigation upon the lands involved," but that under the rulings of Texas Supreme Court,
Judge Blalock had no alternative but to hold that all lands
abutting on the Rio Grande had a riparian right of irrigation.
Both sides in the case have perfected appeals to the Texas Supreme Court.
Realizing the importance of this decision to the people of
Texas, Betty Eakle Dobkins undertook the laudable task of
writing the history of water rights appertaining to the more
than 10,000,000 acres of Texas land whose title originated in
grants made by the officials of Spain. The author in a clear
and readable style traced the development of water law from
its origin up to the present time. With well-documented authority, she has compiled a great deal of evidence tending to
show that the Spanish and Mexican Governments followed
the prior appropriation rule of water law, instead of the
Common-Law rule of riparian rights..
It is indeed unfortunate that The Spanish Element in
Texas Water Law was published before the appeal in the
Valmont Plantations case was decided by the Supreme Court
. of Texas, for that decision will undoubtedly settle many of
the conflicting and complex theories concerning Texas water
law appertaining to Spanish Land Grants. However, one of
the motives which prompted the publishing of this scholarly
work was to call attention to the fact that the Common-Law
rule of riparian rights is not adaptable to the conditions
found in the sub-humid Southwest. Even if the Court does
not concur with the author's findings concerning all facets of
the long discontinued and complex Spanish water law sys-
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tern, Mrs. Dobkins' work will continue to be an invaluable
tool to those interested in promulgating a more realistic and
workable water law for Texas.
Wilco Building, Midland, Texas.

J. J.

BOWDEN

The True Story of Billy the Kid. By William Lee Hamlin.

Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd. 1959. Pp. xiv,
364.29 plates. $6.00..
While this book adds little new to the sum of our factual
knowledge of the Lincoln County War, it tells the story
clearly and understandably. And it has the virtue of omitting
the mass of incredible legend which has been building up ever
since the imaginative Ash Upson so embroidered and fattened his Authentic Life of Billy the Kid, by Pat F. Garrett.
An illuminating foreword by Caroline Davis, with an introductory note as well as a prologue by the author, set the stage
for the reader's better understanding of the Lincoln County
War. Not content with merely refurbishing previously published accounts, Mr. Hamlin had the advantage of personal
interviews with Governor Otero, George Curry, George Coe,
Amel Blazer, and Lucian Dutra, for a better "feel" for the
events he describes. One might wish that the author had also
talked with Chauncey Truesdell, Billy's schoolmate at Silver
City, and perhaps other who knew something of the boy
during his formative years.
The illustrations are the familiar photographs plus two
somewhat less well known group photographs purportedly
including Wm. Bonney. The appendix presents photographic
reproductions of several pertinent letters and documents
from the Indiana Historical Society Library. One might wish
that the author had included here a document most revealing
of motives and methods, District Attorney Rynerson's letter
of February 14, 1878, "Friends Riley & Dolan . '.. shake
that McSween outfit up till it shells out and squares up and
then shake it out of Lincoln." Incidentally, the dust jacket
of this volume illustrates the killing of Olinger, the buildings
shown in the background bearing little relation to Lincoln as
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it actually was; such standardized movie-set backgrounds
seem to be the rule with the illustrators of Western books;
it is difficult to understand why so distinguished a publisher
as Caxton would not trouble to achieve some semblance of
authenticity in dust jacket illustration.
A conscientious searcher for truth such as Mr. Hamlin is
confronted with a frustrating task in weighing the conflicting evidence. Memories of old-timers, no matter how sincere,
are not always reliable through the haze of passing years.
And in the case of the Lincoln County War, he who reviews
the old newspaper files must realize that factionalism was so
violent that even newspaper accounts were frequently slanted
or completed distorted.
If the author be accused of being overly laudatory of the
Kid, it must, nevertheless, be conceded that he is more than
gentle in his portrayal of Rynerson, Dolan, and the others
who opposed Billy and his friends. Quite properly omitted
are such unsupported and unlikely yarns as that of Billy's
heroic exploits in Mexico, his rescue from jail of someone
name Segura, and his attack on and almost single-handed
defeat of twenty or more bloodthirsty Indians in an unidentified mountain canyon. Unfortunately, however, also omitted
are Billy's two first publicly recorded crimes: The Arizona
Citizen reported the killing of F. P. Cahill by Henry Antrim,
alias Kid, at Camp Grant, Arizona, in August of 1877; and
the Mesilla Independent of October 13, 1877, reported the
theft of three horses by Henry Antrim and others from Pass'
coal camp in the Burro Mountains.
The author states frankly that "this book is not presented
as a history of the territory . . . nor as a historical romance." However, the title, "The True Story of Billy the Kid,"
may well betray the reader into accepting the work as completely definitive and factual. It has the virtue of being better
documented than most-though such documentation may
tend, for many readers, to lend validity to the whole, including the fictional and the suppositions of the author. The
climax of the fighting at the McSween house is described
in dramatic detail-how Beckwith killed McSween and how
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Billy then taunted Beckwith for poor marksmanship and
proceeded to kill Beckwith. Unfortunately, this account.deviates from that told by surviving witnesses under oath at the
Dudley Court of Inquiry. Andrew Boyle, Joseph Nash, Jose
Chavez y Chavez, .and others with fresh memories of what
they had recently witnessed, agreed that McSween remained
within the building after Billy and some others had escaped;
that Beckwith was killed by someone hiding in the chicken
house; and that when McSween was killed his body fell on
top of Beckwith's corpse. Readers familiar with the facts
may question the accuracy of the statement that Billy counted
Harvey Morris as one of his "nine fighting men." Morris was
a tubercular youth recently arrived to "read law" in McSween's office. And, of course, the firing of the building was
first undertaken, not from the northwest corner, but at the
northeast corner where the fire was discovered by twelveyear-old Minnie Shield. It would be pleasant to believe that
the Rev. Dr. Ealy performed the funeral services over the
body of his friend McSween. But Dr. Ealy's diary fails to
mention this in its accounts of his day-by-day activities; in
fact, he records leaving Lincoln on the morning of July 19 and
remaining at Fort Stanton until he was taken to Las Vegas
July 22. Mr. Hamlin follows, in general, the conventional
story of the killing of jailer Bell. Respect for surviving families of participants may have deterred him from relating the
more plausible account accepted by Maurice Garland Fulton
and others who enjoyed the confidence of old Lincoln citizens.
Incidentally, Mr. Hamlin has Gauss throw Billy a file to the
front porch of the court house, while Godfrey Gauss's own
written statement is that he had run to his room in the back
yard of the building and then, through a window in the court
house, tossed Billy a prospector's pick. Billy's friend Brown
signed his name "Henry," not "Hendry." And why change
Milnor Rudulph's name to MacDonald Rudolph? There were
no wings in the Pete Maxwell house; the building was a perfect rectangle. The Tunstall store is described as being built
with an angle in front conforming to a bend in the street;
at least one old photograph shows that the present angled
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wing had not been constructed when the picture was taken
long after the Lincoln County War. L. G. Murphy is identified as a major marching across the Arizona desert with the
California Column. War Department records show him as a
Sgt. Major in the U. S. Regular Army some time prior to the
Civil War, and that his Civil War service was entirely with
the New Mexico Volunteers. By all accounts, including Gen.
Lew Wallace's letter of instruction to Bonney, the Governor's
interview with Billy was at the house of John B. Wilson; and
it is difficult to see how the story is improved by changing
the place of meeting to the Ellis Hotel. Trivial matters? Perhaps, but enough to warn the reader not to accept the title
"TRUE Story" too literally.
Although as a source of accurate and detailed information the book offers no serious challenge of Wm. A. Keleher's
scholarly and factual Violence in Lincoln County, its omissions and occasional deviations from documented and accepted fact should not prevent it from being recognized as
certainly one of the better of the Billy books.
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